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th4,Spring of 1 977 theidicinn. CoUnty School' System was selected
as ,0],p1 I pt site to .assist in the identi f reation,and. deVe I oPment of corn-
Ipirents needed for a-combrebentiye- dOmpetericyhased,-eddcation program
jrf-,Gebrgj.e. After several ,thonths.iyero spent colcollectingecti'ng ideas 'troni the
'community regarding- what minimum- cothRetencles should be possessed- by
graduate's of Glynn, County 'high SChoolS, high sChool courses were added
and ,revised, to provide to( the deVelOpMent or reinforCement of the
identified 1 i.fe -rote competencies. In edditionli work 'was ,begun--on
developing tests for determining. ,students. had acqufre& the regul red-

-coinpetenci es . .Since' an earlier P-ub cation outlines the ,Procedures ,used:
for--,corittructinq :pa0er-ancl-pendif tests., this document 'is limited to
the rationale and description of the _oral conununica:HOn .assessment bro-

. grain: 1-his report it' bpi rid reproduced and d ittri bated with the ;hope
. that,:it be:helOtil to other schOlpl- Pyi-Prns considering local deVelop.7,

Ment of Simi Far :programs,

Kermit -Keentim,r)§uperintendent
Glynn County SehOor:SyStein
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AWRY' TEACHy.,AND,OliTOR ORAL ,comMtki CATION 5K1LL5?'
.

,A ,Well-KnOWn adage hat 'it that Of all they-dreetures inhabiting. the

Earth,. fith .are- the- least to ever discover water. So it is with

speech- communication: .Speech .comes, to rut as part of our innate 'endow-

ment as humeri, beings. We are ehgui164 by speech communication In all

ou'r daily a f fa i rs - 'Usua I 1 y- we rare not directly aware of our oral communi-

cation enyirOnm6nt. But it it nonetheless Vital-to our well being, and

survival--

Speeking and istening , are prerequisite to. success in school. -Mbst

instructions for classroom procedures are delivered orally by teachers.

Consequently, student; with deficient Listening skills often exhibit

.

errors which do hOt-teflect their mastery- of subject matter, or they-May v

be wolly, left out of -classroom act i vitt et. StudentS 'who, 1 i tten poor! y

wii l likeWi to fail to absorb much of the Material_ to which they are ex-

posed._ Speech- ,pe rformance also .affect, aca dem i c-ach i evempht- .Students

who cannOt:adequately express 'their knowledge are judged ignorant: son*

speech: stYleS trigger stereotyped ekpeCtationt of poor ,abitity--expecta.,

tions which are I Ikely tb,be setfriulf Ming (Williams, 'Whitehead and

Oil ler, 1972). Quiet children may be appreciated for their "good behavior,"

.but they 'pre :subject to StmfloelY negative expectations (MCdriotkey'end

Daly, 1976). StUdentt who cannot, adequately ask- for assistance will not

redetve-adeqUete ,astittanCe-- One research study, for exaMple,.,found that

reticent students progressed slowly through a' self-paced- reading program,

despite normal' levels Of reading aptitude- the -E,Rplenation for this

presied reading. perforManCe is that -these students rarefy approached

teacilert, for Ind I VI due lized -he I (Scott, Yates and' hee I est, 1970 .
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'Beyond the confines of schools, oral communication proficiency

contributes to socialadjustmentand_satttfying Tnterpersonal relation-

ships Youngsters with: oor communication skills are viewed-as unattrac7

_tive by peers and enjoy few friendship bonds(Hurt and Priest,

1978), Anti-Social and viOT;nt behavlori is frequently attributable to

underdeveloped social ,sensitivity and lack of ConfliCt resolution tech-

niques; remediation programt'haverredUced'the indidefice of anti= social'

acts by means Of:communication training (Chandler, 1973) CounselfOrs

,acknowledge +hat many family' problems are caused by poor communication,

and may,,be ameliorate by improving interaction between family members

(GqOrgia Department ofj.Human Resources, 1977).

Speaki6g-anelTstentngarimo less crucial in the marketplace.

Communication skills rank high among lists of managerial competencies.

An officer of one-computer firm, for example; states that his company

ers to. conduct :its own-training in programming, but seekseMptOyees.

ith strongcommunicatimabilitles. (Gruner-, Logue; Freshley and HusbMan,

1977): Professionals -- doctors; lawyers, engineers, teachersrequire-more
.

than just.subjettnatte expertise. They must listen effectively to their _

-patients, clients or students in order to identify and analyze:problems..

They mUs''t1speak.affectively 'in -order to implement their solutions: Indivi-

-duals who speak i.n a nonstandard-fashion '(Labov, 1972) or who withdraw

from Speaking (Richmond, 1976), wilt be regarded by personnel officers

410
as prosepcts-for only low, status, towfspayibg jobs. 'Even u6skilled workers,,

-however, haveOccesion to.engage in. job related speech, including a sur-

prising amount of-public'speaking(Kendall,

Speech curricula-have traditionally stressed the importance of

Communication for the preservation of a democratIt society. 'Throughout its.
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history America has Vigorously fought to safeguard f.reedon of expression

;

under the assumption that fat Chttzem.parti,CipatIon 1,s'the surest

guarantee against tyrrany. Surety'not every citizen wt11 deliberate as

b

,a-Meffiber of a legislative body, but numerous- opportunities for citizen

input are available. These include,participation In civic associations,

public hearingS, and-citizen lobbyihh, especially at local leVels. At

'very least, citizens areresponSible for-staying informed, and much of

the pertinent lhform tion is to be culled by listening.

Finally, oral.c mMunication As essential to full .psychological

. development. We learn about ourselves, acquire a self concept, through

interaction with others (Mead; 1934): Self=actualizetloni a tense of

.

fulfillMent (Maslow, 1954), uSbally entails interpersonal activities,

making-contributions ,exerting infIlei."tr-16, or being recognized In a

social: manner. In addition, speech-can-be used.for purposes of artiS-.

_tic expresSion-or sett-discovery

The fact that speech communication Us-a naturally "developing con

stellation of stIls.doeS not imptytthat-all IndiVidualSare,effective

communicators. The-reader-hat Only.to recollect his or her Latest faMily

arguMeht or- professional Set-badk to recognize the common need-for im-

__ proved communication Educators occasionally comment, "my students

don't need-to learn-bow to-talk. That!s one thing they can do--tho much'

of.1! But effective communication must ,be cultivated. Students' may lack

clarity in their speech. Their listehing comprehension may not attain'

Its fullest potential. Students who communicate well In familiar ,settings

may lack the,confidence,and fleXibill4y needed to express themselves

effectively 1M.6 wider range-of situations. In contrast to the teacher's

lament that t-student-s know how to talk-all too well, effective comkimi,
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cation requite.*s judgement-Judgement about selecting appropriately

adapted language, judgementaboOt-devising organiiational-patterns,

Judgement:about-when and how; to listen.

;Speaking and Ifitening, then, are vital, Motiover,,educators

Cannot rely on-haphazard, unguided- learning'Outside cl the classroom

to, Impart. communication effectiveness. Still, of all the basic skills,
.

speaking and listening:are most often neglected in schools. This ne-
.

glect transpires- despite- curriculum documents which urge=attention to

Oral abilities (Georgia Department of Education, 1968)': Undoubtedly

a host of factors discourage, teachers from implementing oral tommuni-

- cation-instruction: The- myriad of forms and tests constitute the evi-

dance against which_publit schc,l teachert, administrators, and systems .

are Judged: Teachers -are-h id accountable for students' reading achieve-

ment, fOr performance on mandated grammar tests, foe-monitoring attendance,

. for giving enoygh hethework, for not giving too much hoMework. But

..,,

.teachers are generally not held accountable for teaching students to

speak andlisten:effectively. Consequently, little concerted instruc-

tion- in speech communication takes place:
.

. .
,

.

.

lf_students' speaking_ and listening proficiency were systemelcally

evaluated,-however, it is Ilkely that schools would ,systematically

mplethent oral communication instruction. That _is, onedsubstantiaf

benefit of large-scale assessment of oral- communication skills l's that

such testing can guide innovation- In this curriculum domain. Indeed,

experience in Great Britain.end elsewhere demonttrates that speech assess-

ment has a nwashbacko effect on the amount and -kinds of speech teaching

undertaken in classrooms (Barnes, 1980),

Anothertenefit of oral communication assessment is that test eesults.

10
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:can -be used to make'decisions.about the best manner to place indiv'i'dual

students in instructional sequences. AsSessment procedures which 'yield

fine - grained analyses, rather than global judgements, -can be used for

*agnostic purposes (Rubin, i9C1)- Thus, for example, students who have

difficulty in vocal production faatorsdight concentrate-on oral reading,

while those whose difficulties lie in the.area of organization -might

cycle through a set'of story telling exercises before progressing to

explanatory disdoUrse. Students who demonstrate strengths in, say, literal

comprehension o spoken materials might advance to instructional units

emphasizing critical- listening:skills.

Speaking and listeningtests can also provide valuable ,information

for program-evaluation. ,Since large scale programs of oral commLnicafion

improvement are in their infancy,.it is especially important to evalu=

aia their effectiveness:and:to secure-data which will -enable these pro-

,drams to be "fine tuned." Program.(and teacher) effectiveneSs is best

judged withreference to student achievement on program objectives. if

students are, not achieving criterion performance levels in language use,

for example, teachers and administrators wiil recognize that additional

instructional effort needs to be directed to this area. It is worth while

noting, however, that student achievement can be interpreted,as an indi-

cator of Trogram success only when student aptitude and lnstitUtional

resourcesthe raw materials with_ which the program has to work--are also

taken into account. Also, student achievement is not the only data which

might contribute to:program evaluation. Attitudinal outcomes, self- and

peer-evaluations are also useful- information for this-pUrpose.

A final use for speaking and listening,issessmenfs is to certify

students as having attained (or not attained) mastery In oral' Communi-

<7
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cal:ion. CompetencVcertiftcatioh in basic s increasingly demanded-

by competency-based,:edudation-.000mOts, 'Prqtrotroh or .graduation ,deci-

sions may be based up_On!SUCb'CertRication._ As desdribed in the follow-

ing section,. the State. Of Georgia- Vs.; araggg Severai System's nationwi Se

which reqUlre: that proficiency in oral: cOnn:unication be certified for

all high schogil graduates- .(8eakiund, 1981):,

WHAT1S.CRE?

Although' a 'majority, ot the .states in this !teflon- report to :be, In_

various stages- of lniplementing. something in their schools they call

competency-based education, there appears to bie several definitions of

8e and as many ideas- as to how it shoul_dlbe implemented (Schenck, 1978).

A _quick, check in al drctionary of terms such as -"competence," "competency," .

ancr-"CoMPetent" provided; sOme clue to the Main thrust of/CBE,-:however.

Definitions InOluded:. "sufficient or the necessities of _life"; "having

requisite,abi I itis of qualities"; "legally qualified or -capatilS";' and

:* it I ity:- -Or of-'-being ,functionally adequate or having -sufficient

knowledge-, judgement, skill or strength" (Webster,. 1971). If 'the pUr-
.

pose of :CBE is, to produce high school -graduates who .are, at leaSt-"furicr

-Nona' ly %,dequate," how will' the decision_ be made regard ling what Is ade-

quate and how, It wi 11 be. verified?. Sonia statesr-ansiver tt these questions,

is to leave this decision to COmMerCial test -publishers Who already- have

achievement tests prepared. using these tests the knowledge tested

automatically becomet."what is sufficient" and the instrument

comet the means of. verification. These states -generally have a_minimum

competency testing:program: rather than 'a comprehensive CBE :program .as

it is defined in Georgia and other states.

In order to make an impact Cl8E, should be implemented K-I2 with the focus

S.
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.going beyond the minimum graduation, competencies., Expected learner -out-

comes should be clearly defined and made known to the; Students in all ..,.;

subjects and grade levels. Some writers See the, CBE nstructiaCal pm,

cess as developing and COmmuniCatUng,objectives,"diagnosingl-stUde0s!
-,,,,,?-

needs in relation to these 'Objectives, measuring, students r performance

against the objectives, and either certifying attainment if objectives

are %satisfied, or _beginning the cycle over again with tha diagnosing gf

needs---tto I clharnmer

tz,

Although the key

skill of ski I Is receiving- emphasi% may Vary' to include basic
4

school AkitCs 'far Opp f (&Subjectareasi skill's related to

'2

Weitzel,-1981

to CBE appeari to be the ability to apply designated

I

adult :ro I es,,- and gelleric-learning/tt4nktng- Ski I Is. Other' variables in --
. ...:IN, . , -fi:''- , ,_

,...,, . , .
..4,

clUde.:, type., t19%,*(JV laces. for ihstruftion; ways to check learner
)1....:.,,,,,

peerarMance Stich as pa er-and-penca tests, school productSi_ SiMula-
-- ,-. - . ,1 ,--4..c.. -,

.

tions- anaiDertarmence; and_ ways to certify competency attainMent that-
,

,and- A' .,.,

Inc 1 ude Schoof,personnel and_ perhaps, Communrty experts (Gardhammer and .

1.

.Weit2e1,',498.1).

CBE IWGtORGIA

tt',0

CBE was set in motion by a -Georgia' Board t4 Edbcation pal icy in. Nov-

ember, I97, 'Much of the terminology used in thiSI)ol icy was taken
-

i

from the Oregon approach to competency-based,.
--

,
z ,

the emphasis on,- and description of:, "life,T.ole ski I It." Rather than
, ..'

.

limiting CBE to4the bAta.ski14:Aof .'reading,

the, pal icy'S reference to 1 ife 'role, or adult

health and saYety, ditizenshi0,,,produdde, and

tcy wi, at least in part, in response to

the high school diploma had depreciated.

13

wri -ting and. arithmetic,

role, skills included

'consumer ski Os. this

the cry that the value of

O

el
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.In-the spring ol 1977 school systems from nine of the ten Congres--

slOea*bitfrictt agreed to serve as pilot sySteMsfor Cleveloping and test-

ing strategies needed to implement this policy state-wide. .The districts

of 'Dalton City, 'Fulton County, GlYgn-County, Gwinnetf County, Henry County,

-Laurens County, Muscogee County, Newton County, and Thomas County received

State -grants to aid with expenses of conducting pilot efforts for three

years:, Although eachschool system had-special interest in particular

fadets of the study, all systems eventually addressed the problems of

curriculum and instruction, evaluation of competency attainment, rame-
.

dtiftorOguidance and advisement, record-...keeping and reporting, and

---Spedial-educationalAmln_fhe_context of CBE.

After the three year pilot effort the Georgia Board of Education

elected,to phrase in CBE implementation over a period or!-Several

f

The new course requirements, for example, were-to become effective state -

wide with the graduating class of 1984, while the basic skills require-

° merit -would be needed bythe ctass-of I985,.and the class of 1986, would

need:all competency requirements,(basic Skills and life role).

Some of the pilot systems opted to continue with their progress,

"to keep the momentum going," and to not wait for the state-wideimple-

mentation schedule. Such a system was the Glynn County School System.

HISTORY OF GLYNN,COUNTM.CBE PROJECT

Located in the t:oastal region of Georgia, Glynn County's population

-of'59,000 is distributed over an area of 439 square miles and includes

Brunswick, St. Simons Island, Sea Island, and Jekyll Island. While

tourism is a major source of income for the county, approximately seventy

manufacturing and processing, establishments produce naval Stores and

chemicals, paint and varnish, industrial boilers, creosoted timbers,

'14

4
1
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I.
.pulp saws and Machinery, lumberproducts, fresh and frozen seafoods,

ship 14pairs, garments, tools pnd dies, atid other: products.

The Glynn County School System serves over 10,000 students K-I2

. with eight elementary schools, three middle schools, and two compre-
.-,.'

hens Fve high sChools.

In the spring of 1977 the Glynn County School -Syt3tem was selected

as the CBE pilot system for the First Congressional District and subse-

quentty received a three year state, grant to identify and develop

components needed in a CAE program. The first mafor task undertaken was

to identify minimum life role skills or competencies needed by high

school graduates in the broad areas desEribed in the State Board Policy.

The original policy stated, for example, that "each citizen should have

proficiency in reading,. writing, listening, analyzing and speaking."

Several months, were spent gathering input from teachers, students and

4

other local citizens regarding-what minimum competencies shOuld be

possessed by graduates of Glynntounty high schoOls.

The decision was made during the first year of the pilot effort to

use paper- and - pencil tests. for Several/of the life role areas'and that

development should begin immediately. There was never any questions,

however,.that the assessment ,for writing and speaking competencies should

be performance based, although' development of these-tests was delayed

pending progress,, reports from the State Department of Education. A re-

port of the procedures used in developing the paper-and-pencil competency

tests is available in a separate document (Yeany, Okey'and Bazzle, 1980).

Another task completed was to review course guides to insure that

opportunities were provided for learning the' life role competencies.

This task was made easier by the existence of current course guides that

Included performancebasecrobjectives.

11:
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:New courses in career plSnning, health and safety, personal finance,

.citizenship, government, principles of e'conomicsAusiness/free enterprise,

remedial reading, and remedial math were added to the Curriculum.

An individualized student advisement system was initiated using

cross-graded groups of students that mere to remain with the same

,teacher-advisor while in high school. Advisement would be primarily

of the academic type for the first few years.

After two years in the project,.it becaMe evident that it would be
\ -

some time before the State Department of- Education -could provide state-
\

wide.guidelines for writing; speaking and listening skill assessment,

so development of Ways to verify. competence in these areas was begun.

As consideration was given to the identification of oral.communi-

catidn competencies and indicators tnat would be used,as evidence that

"each-citizen has proficiency in speeking,",the emphasis on life role

application was continued. it was decided that' opportunities that.

citizens have for oral communication would first be identified and that

a skills analysis would reveal the skills needed to successfully. ,complete

the tasks. A district CBE planning committee generated a prekimirry

!ist'of situations and skills -which included. giving and understanding

directions, participating in employment interviews, conversing on the

telephone, and participating in various citizenship roles.

THE ASSESSMENT' TASK

After the planning committee completed its initial identification

-of-speaking and listening competenoies,,several alternative evaluation

procedures were drafted. This preliminary !Imposel appears, in Appendix

A. Thecommunication tasks which were proposed attempt to create con-



text for talk which'have "life role" significante (i.e., employment,

peer relations, consumer affairs). They proyide students with moti-

vation for communication beyond the avowedly evaluative purpose of the

activities, and they attempt to minimize .threat. Woreovet, the pro-
,

poSed tasks construct or simulate situations--audiences, goals, settings;

topids,so that students might practice adapting to situational con-.

straints. The District decided to concentrate on speaking assessment
O

. in this present phase of program development, and to select tasks which

would not place the entire bueden of testing on English faculties,

tasks which would conform to curriculum strands in other departMents.

tonsequently, the job interview and the public hearing tasks were chosen

for further development and pilot-testing.

The interview nrocedure, adapted from a previous research study

(Rubin and Nelson, 1980), was derived from observations of numerous

interviews at fast-food restaurants. Students first'completed appli-

catiOn forms in which they could specify that they were seeking work as

ecashler,. host/hostess, or cook at a fictional pancake house. (See

Appendix B.) The interview schedule, reproduced in Appendix C, con-
.

,

sisted of abOut 25 open and closed queStions about students' qualif!-

cationS, experiences, and interests. It also included One question

Calling for a reJatively.extended narrative response.
^

..
. _

- -After severaTeevisionv, the public hearing task presented a simii-
.

lated situation in which students were called tojestify before a fic-

tional board of education. the board was considering three propositions s

of local student interest. ''IThe meeting agenda appears in.Appendix

Each student chose to speak insupport or In opposition of one Of the

.4

proposals; Students addressed a panel of "board members, actually

three students portraying that role.

17
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:

SeVeral days, prior toadrInistration of both the interview and

the;public hearing tasks, students receivedand discussed student guides

to each of the communication situations. (See Appenclices,E and F.) These

-Oides acquainted. students_with the '!mportance of these fprms of commini-

cattom The guides also.exilcitly enumerated the-criteria along which

Udents would be evaluated.

rty ninth-graders of various ability levels were subjected to

trm-emPIPYme Interview procedure. The interviews were recorded on

.44j0,,tapp and eV tuated.by pairt of raters. Appendix G contains the
N.

la-ling-instrument for this task. This procedure was' found to be feasible,

but more time consuming than the public hearing task. Also, raters

experienced.difficulty in rendering judgements because Of the interrupted,

conversational nature, of the resulting'student discourse. Consequently,

the interview task was designatecras an'alternate form of the speaking

,atsetsMent, to be rsed _for those students who require retests after first

taking.the public hearing assessment. Data'gathered from the interview

task' appear elsewhere in thit report. -,

The public heirIng task was selected as.the primary assessment.

procedure for several reasons. . It demands continuous discourse, Which
0

was feUnd-to ease the job of using rating scales.: The' task createsa

situation in whi.ch students can exprest their interest and also draw upon

commonly held knowledge. Still, the_ agenda, is presented in a manner

which suggests some subject matter (reasons to support Or:not support

theproposition),for those students who need prodt to invent their own

content. The communication context simulatet a "We.role" setting in

,
6

which speech is used for civic purpotes. Thus instruction in this

language art. can Me shared WA the social studies faculty. The setting

18
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.oiSe-enOUrages forMal languege4not as an erbitrar requirement, but'

.00kitural function of .regiStershifting_(QeStefano, 1975; Rubin, 1979)

In the-face, of social distance. Finally, the public hearing task proved

toPhe simpler than the One-to-one interaction of the employ-7

,.
:ment Interview.

Complete instructions for administering the publid hearing assess-

inent'tesk Ord presente'ip Appendix G. In .brief, the test administra-

tor begins by reminding the students of the importance of airing citizens'

, -- views, and attempts to alleviate students' speech anxiety. The adminis-

fret& reads the adenda albud in order to minimize-contaminating effects.

Of .readiqg ability, Students prepare their remarks for about five min-

-utes, and are permitted to use brief notes. Students are callad to

speak Vin, a random order. They stand at a podium inset into the audience

and address a "Board" composed of three volunteer students. If a video,

camera is 'used, it, is setat.en,angle to the speaker producing a half

OrOWShot. °Students speak for eHmaximumof three minutes each.

tXperjende. with students who had received no prior instructon revealed

that the Majority spoke for 90 tecondt or less.

SCORING-THE PUBLIC HEARING.TASK

.;.:6e rating instrument devised, and,seVeral times revised, for this

ArOjett'is a rhetorical trait measure, (Rubin, 1981). The criteria and

qUalityAndicaters for rhetorical- trait instruments'CorrespOnd'to the

Opr,tit,Oler rhetorical demands- of associated communication tasks.
^

,

'f*e;d1Stinct rating scales must be developed for each assessment task.

This approach is ,bed,onri the premlte that there are no abtolute stand-

ardt-:Of communication qualcity, .but, the tharaaferistics,of effectIve,com,
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mlnidation are situation- specific (Wiemann-and Backlund, 1980; Lloyd-Jones,

14771, The original drait'of the pOlic speaking rating form is pre-

sented in AppendiZ H. The final version, presented in Appendix I, was

slightly abbreviated to 'facilitate grating.. (See Appendix J for the

%employment interview rating inO.rz:inent.).

One-type of rating scale considered for use in this project, but

rejected, is the general impression or global scale. Raters using general

Impression .'scales render a single overall judgement of student performance.

Such scales cad- be used rellablArand rapidly (Cooper,: [977), but, yield

only groSS information. Rhetorical trait scale's, Woontast, .consume

more time-and require-extensive training. The advantage of rhetorical

trait 'instruments is that the evaluative criteria and +heir descriptors

are expressed explicitly. Whtle each student receives a, single score
,1

which is the sum of the ratings on each criterion, the meanini'of that

-tingle-Score ,is evident. Rhetorical trait scales are.especiallyadvanta-

, geoui in guiding 'individualized diagnosi.s and remediation, and i,n guiding
. .

-ciirr4Cular InnOvationAn.general.

ip.qrder to aid reader who may wish to :adopt this, or similar,

rating instruments, the following section explicatessttie evalmati6 and

their citiallty Indl-catOrs.

CriterIon 41: Introduction

..(1) none - Student maket no effort to preface remark's

with attention - getting or orienting statement.

(2) Just names proposal - e.g., "I'm gonna', talk on letting

, X
, students drive to schoOl."

,(3) names proposal and introdw:e5 self - e.g.,

"My name it Brett Lucas and Ilm a sophomore at Brunswick

,

20
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t's

High: want to talk about why you_should 'et stu-

- dents drlve to school."

(4) names propcial and attempts to captureinterest e.g,

"A high school'that neglects to teach mathematics would

c- be called.a bad schdol. In the same way, a school which

doesn't teapt, responsibility is a bad school. That's why

I want to talk against the plan to keep students from

driving to school."

Criterion #2: Position

(I) no point of view - descriptive rather than persuasive,

e.g., "If students drive tl school It wastes. a lot of

g and a lot of students fool around and get into

trouble Kith their cars. If students can't drive to
. .

ch a lot of them can't get to thel-r jobs, or some

have, to travel a long time on the bus.'"

(2) -distorted point of view as ,it relaes to the proposal -

showS confusion or strays from.the'poInt, e.g.,, "I think

o
you `should let students drive-to'school. Theres a

lot of other stuff students shoufl be allowed to do in

school: ,Likeespecialy it's not fair we ca t smoked"

(3),Tague point of view - weak instatingposition

"Something Should be done about students driving to

;.

school: It's a problem :.that needS to be dealt ,with,."

(4) states opinion forcefully or with.situational qualifier -

.

. .

6.1.,."Students Should ,notrbe permitted to driVe to schoOl,

g

and this rulwshould be striCtly enforced:" Or, "Only

those students-whO cam showthey need cars to get to work
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should be allowed to drive to school. Only those few

exceptions shOuld be. permitted."

CriteeJoh #3: Reasons

(I) unsupported assertion - provides no meaningful Justifi-

cation for point ofview, e.g., "I Just think students

should be al lowad to drive, to- school, .'cause that wouldn't

be too good If they couldn't."

. -

(2) unelaborated reasons given.- steeS one or more reasons

in ,support ,of position, but reasons- -are not developed,

e.g., "If stOdett.can't drive to-school- they'd probably
.

Just park a few blocks away; and it would probably cost
.

:.more tOeun'the buses anyway."

(3), at least one reason su "ported - e.g., "A lotof students
,

aee'used to driving to Solicit)l and it's important to them.

They would find a way -to drift even ifthey couldn't

park on the streetsaround the school. Then the streets

would'getreal busy andthe people who live there couldn't

find anyplace to park and-they'd get al) angry. And it

wouldn't solve any problem anyway."

(4). more than one reat(...1 supported or especially apt support -

includes argunients especially adapted tOthegemective

/ of the'Board of Elucatioh, e.g., "As membeA of the Board

of.Iducation you -are all concerned thatstudents.get the

best educatiOn; I'm sure. you would agree that.partiof a

teen-ager's- education Ji learning how to be' responsible.

You are all: responsible members -of this community and

.
I'm sure that you learned this sentefbf responsbi I Ity_L '

22



by being given responsibilities to take care of", not

by having them taken away. I *think that teenagers today

learn responsibility by having cars: They have.to make

surel'hey're fixed, work to earn money for gas, and obey

good rules of driving. if you take awaythe right to

drive'to schoL.1 you'll actually be taking away from stu-

:'dents' education.

Criterion #4: Organization

(I) ideas wholly unrelated - e.g., "Some ,students are very

good drivers. Mot-every student has a car. For a lot of

people, the buses, ust take too much time.".%

(2) ideas only implicitly related (or only one idea expreised -

no organizational pattern ppssible) = e.g., "Most students

have Jobs. They need their cars. 1:kwould mean a lot

of trouble for students if they Couldn't drive to school

and some of them might even lose their Jobs."

(3) logical sequence or simple transitions = e.g.,I"Most

students have Jobs after school. They need to_drive to

school because there's no other way for themito get to .

their work." Or, "Another reason why students should

drive to school is . , ."

(4) proper emphasis and explicitconnections between ideas -

o.g., "There are several reasons why studerits should be

permitted to drive to school. First, many students need

their cars as the only way to reach after school Jobs.

Another reason is that the bus fide is,too long for a

lot of students,. But the most important reason` why stu-
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dents should be allowed to drive to school is that

this ivaches.a sgnse of responsibility. Owning a car

is a big responsibility. You have to obey traffic rules,

par for gas, keep track of oil changetp,and so on. If

students can't drive to school, it's like the schOol say-

ing we can be responsible. I don't think the school

.
. ,

should take away this chance for students to learn to

tak,;scare.oi important respOnstbillties.

Criterion #5: conclusion

(I) no conclusion or merely states that remarks are-finished -

e.g., "Wet', I guess that's it."

(2) Just thanks Board members or Just restates position -

e.g.,, "So that's w!: 1 think you should allow students -'

to drive to schoo1.4

(3) restates position and thank's Board members - e.g., "So

that's why I think you..shouldal low student to drive

to school: Thank you forgiving me this chance to

pres my views.
...--

It

(4). summarizes position andbffern thanks - e.g., "In con-

clusion,
t

clusion, these"are the three
/

main reasons why I hope

you vill continue to let stdddnts drive toschool:

Students need their cars beause mosteverybody- works.
.

1 k
It will save money-on ite'buses. And students -work"

hard for the-right to have their cars. Thank you very

much for giving me this time to speak to yo0;"

a

Criterion #6: Language Style

(I) incomprehensible or reads prepared statements - speaks

24
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with pronunciation, vocabulary; or grammai- which cannot

beArndei-stood-without great_effort,-or attempts to avoid

the challenge of extemporaneous speech by preparing a

written text. .

(2) slang-or inapproprlate language used - speaks with

enuficiation, vocabulary, or grammar which creates an over-
.:

all impression ill fitting this consultative/formal situa-

tion.

(3) minimally fluent, appropriate formality - speaks with nor-

mal dysfluencies and "fillers" and with language suitable

for use in creating a positive impresSion_on high status

individuals.

(4) vivid phrasing, highly comprehensible; - e.g., "Ladies and

gentlemen of the Board of Education:An'serving our county

t.
on this important panel, your deXiberaTi'eJs have a, weighty

impact on the future of all citizens. In rendering your

decisions you must carefurly balance the potential costs

of those decisions against their probably benefits. And'

.you are aware,ymi.sure, that those benefits and costs

4

extend.beyond the schools themselves to every facet of

our,community's economy;" also includes use of figurative

language and analogy, e.g., "Depriving students of the

right to drive to school because of traffic problems

would be like forbidding homeowners from installing air

conditioners because they sometimes, put a strain on the

elec*Ical- suppty. Cars and.air coOltioneri are both

luxuries in a way. But they have become part of our life

25
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styles. 'In both cases*, people WoUld find a way to get

around the rules in order to-keep the life'siylithly

are used to. Instead of banning al ,coriditioners you

would probably find'a way to increase the supply of

electricity. Instead of banning cars, there must be

another way of solving the traffic problem."

Criterion #7: Vocal Delivery

(I) monotone or inaudible - speaks ,ith "mechanical" tone.

of voice,. or cannot be heard.

(2) distracting tone or rate-- speaks too slowly or tco

fast, or with odd inflection (such as rising infliction
ti

at end of declarative sentence).

(3) conversational tone and rate - speaks in a manner Which

doe's not call.ettention to itself and doesnot strain

the listener:

, (4) emphatic tone, varied rate- conveys authenticity and

conviction by appropriate pausing, voice modulation,

and stress.

Criterion #8: Gestures

(I) 11.M-rooting meGnirisms or posture - includes drumming

on podium, excessive preening, overly casual as well

as overly dramatic gesturing stance.

(2) 'no eye contact with Boned members - consistently fixes

gaze on notes or to side.

(3) eye contact estabflihidt comfortable posture - estab-r 1

lishesaye contact if'leastspOradically, stance relaxed,

normal movement.

26
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(4) 'extended eye contact and,tome'appropriate gesturing
, .4 p.

*I4

:Uses hand or;fata+ gestures to illustrate or reinforte

language, relies only Minimallii on notes.

A score- of "OP is assigned' for nonperformance. A total score is ob--
.

,

-lair:led:by summing the ratings of aW eight' criteria.' The potential range

scores in thus 0-32.

TRAINING RATERS TO EVALUATE SPEECH PERFORMANCES

A student's score on the oral communication assessment is, of course,

supposed to reflect that student's "true" communication abirity. In order

for the score. to be interpreted meaningfully in this manner, the score

ought not be greatly affected by extraneous factors such as the time of

.day at which the speech assessment was administered, the other students pre-

,

sent in the audience, or the agenda item about which the student chooses

to speak. -We presume that unless some events (e.g:, instruction) inter-

vene to alter the student's communication ability, that student would ob-

tain a similar score on another administration of the assessment. That

is, we desire that the examination yield a reliable ind6c of the student's.

r

speaking ability.

Judgements of quality, such as those called for by the rating instru..!

ment used here, are prone to subjectivity, likely to be affected by indivi-

dual raters' idiosyncratic tastes, moods, and previous experiences. There -a

fore disagreement among raters is a major source of unreliability in per-

formance.scores. The scores are. contaminated by error to the degree that

they flucteate because of idiosyncratic differences among raters, rather

than,because of ability-differences among speakers. It is essential -14:t

raters receive adequate training in order .to ensure inter-rater reliability.

Previous experience with rating programs of this type suggests a



number of design features which enhance inter-rater reliability (Braddock,

llaydJones and Shuer, 1966; Rubin, 1981). Agreemeht among judges' is

facilitated by selecting raters i.th similar backgrounds, by including

raters. in the process of constructing. the rating instrument, by assign.-assign-

In to students of whom they have no prior expectations, by pro-
.

priding raters with opportunities; to establish "anchor points" in common,

-and by allowing raters periodic opportunities to "recalibrate" themselves

by!comparing their scores with those of their colleagues. These features

. , were ImpleMented in the present project.

,,Rater training began with an intensive workshop on speech evaluation.

The first half-day emphasized the topics of communication apprehension and

.stagefright, language variation and nonstandard usage, and the role of

speech situation or context in determining effective style. The remainder

of the day introduced raters to the job interview and public hearing

assessment tasks, including exposure to samples of student performances

obtained in-pilot trials. Raters also viewed and discussed prototype

rating instruments.

At a
4

second training session raters evaluated sample studenttspeeches,

discussed evaluation criteria in depth, and deliberated over alternative

forms of the rating instrument. Petalled procedures for administering

the employment interview and public hearing tasks were also presented.

Following this session the two tasks were administered ta,thirty ninth-

graders. Raters scored these performances, and inter-rater rellabilities

were computed.
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.

Results of this field test were preSented'at a third meeting. The

,-decision was made to use the public hearing task as the primary assess-

ment. Administration procedures and the rating instrument were further

refined. Following this session, public hearing speech samples were-

collected from approximately 150 ninth - graders. Ten raters_were the

gathered in a rating session simulating, for the first time, actual

testing conditions. The session began with a review of the criteria and

the quality level descriptors. Twenty videotaped speech samples were

rated in common by all judges. The ratings on each criterion were shared

publicly and discussed. Raters rendering scores diverging from consensus

were encouraged to bring their standards into comformity. For the re-

mainder of the rating session, judges worked in pairs, comparing total

scores after viewina each student's speech. When scores within a pair

diverged significantly, P third "floating" rater was called in to recon-

cile the disagreement. (See following section on logistics of rating.)

At a final meeting additional raters were trained, slight adjustmerris to

the procedures were made, and plans were drawn for assessing the entire

ninth-grade population of the distrg&

LOGISTICS OF RATING SPEECH PFRFORMANCES r

Twcrprocedures for rating student speeches have been tested. In the

first method, students are videotaped as they speak, and these videotapes

are later viewed by pairs of raters. Using videotapes in this manner re-

sulted in strong inter-rater reliability, but was quite time consuming.

In the second method, raters evaluated student speeches "live." The

speeches are audio-taped so that a third rater can review them if the ori-

ginal pair of raters fails to attain satisfictory agreement., The "live"

rating procedure resulted in somewhat lower, but still adequate, inter-rater

2)



6 reliability, and mes,more effiCient.
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When ratert'work in abinjdricton with videotapes, the test adminit-

tratOr must keep careful records ofthe contents.of each tape. (See

Appendix K..) At the -rating Session eaters are paired with, .

teachers froM their-own schools. The teams are assigned to evaluate

videotapes of students from schools with which they are not familiar. ..

The rating team views each-sl-udent performance together, and may re-
.

view a speech if 'necessary. Each rater enters a total score on a tabu-

. ,
latioci sheet (Appendix4) after%completing the rating instrument form..,

. .

6 .

-RIO-hits, may not discust a speech_until they have scored it, nor may they

change their scores after discussion. If the ratings of team members

differ such that one rater haS given a score above the predetermined cut-

off point and the other rater has scored the student below the cut-off

point, a. third "floating" rater reviews the videotape and marks a third

rating form. That third total score is also entered on the tabulation
O

sheet. (A later section describes how cut-off scores are determined.)

if the "floater" is not immediately orrhand, the_team will proceed to rate

'other students. -When the "flog-dive becomes available, he or she may skip

around on the videotape to rate several speeches for which the team has

failed to reach agreement. Initial experience with rating videotaped

speech-samples indicates that the task requires .2 personnel hours per

student. It is likely that speed could be increased somewhat with

additional practice.

When,the "live" rating method is used, raters are again paired and

do not judge students with whom they are familiar. The raters sit among

the audience of.thepublic hearing. They do not, themselves, administer

the communication task. Rather,-a third staff member acts as test

30
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admthi:Stratbr, taking cues from the raters as to the rate with which

. to CaLl.students to the podium. In order to minimize "down. time" due

to the raters! clerical tasks-, the speaking order is determined ahead

of time. Each rater is provided an ordered stack of rating forms onto
P

;

which students' names, class, Speaking order-, and the date have already

been entered. Raters do not total their scores immediately. Total

scores are figured and entered onto tabblation sheets after all students

have finished speaking and are dismissed. A,cassette tape recorder,

external microphone fastened to,the podium, records all student per,

fotmahces. A third rater uses this tape recording in case the tabulation

sheet subsequently indicates that the "live" team has failed' to reach

agreement as to whether a student has attained the cut-off score. Initial

trials of the "live" rating method indicate that about .15 personnel

hours are required per student.

ESTABLISH1Me A CUT-OFF SCORE

The oral communication assessment is intended to be a criterion

referenced test. As opposed to,a norm referenced test, it does nbt

seek maximum discrimination among students, but is instead designed to

discriminate only between those who have mastered minimum levels of com-

munication competence and those who have not. items (i.e., tasks and

criteria) were selected on the basis of their context, not because of

their difficulty. Ideally, all students, at least after instruction;

would be characterlied as masters by the test. Students who do not demon-

strate mastery on their first attempt have the opportunity to retake a

diffetent form of the examination (i.e., the employment interview task)

withbut penalization.

A cut-off point discriminating between mastery and nonmestery was
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*41?1.,iShed bye'conibinatiOncif logical and empifical analyses..0The

.

-4*-1-404f0em was constructed-So that-a:,quallty level of "3" on each

criterion generally repretehted adequate performance. The project staff,

:holOver,,felt-that students ought to latitude to ,past the exami

nation-even if they fa'i'l to demOnstrate adequate nerfOrmancebn some of

thecHteria. Faf" the original:ten-item instrument, therefore, logical

amalysis suggested a cut-off score Of 26. Students scoring 26 or better

would be certil red, as competent i n °Fa! aimmun i CattOn.

,Table 1 presentS results derived from a trial Involving 106 stu-.

dentt=et3 ability levels? from 2, schools., None of thetaStudents hid

received_ prior-instruction in speech Communication. On the basis of

TABLE I

Rublic Hearing Asiessment SCores By Ability Level
'Videotape Rating Method

(OriginaL,10-item Rating lnstrument)1

mean 0

standard deviation

Mode

median

achieving mastery (%)

Total
Low

Ability Average Advanced
(N=106) (N=20) (N=36) (N=50)

22.74 19.80 21.25 . 24.98

' 4.53 2.48 3.33 3.40

20.00 20.00. 23.00 25.00

22.00 20.00 21.00 25.00

30.20 5.00 16.67 50.00

1
Potential range:' 0-40

videotaped speech.samples, about 30% of the stud-in:Ps obtained scores equal

to or ,greater than 26. A second trial- involved 97 students from groups



similar to .those rated' .1 the first analysts.

instructional preparation, for the

27

These students had re-
.

assessment. They were

:rated-by the "live" method. About 76% of these students attained the

,Cdt00,sdore,as indicated in Table 2. These results were deemed

-acceptable.. Extrapolating to the
,

.revised eight-1'1*(3M rating form, a

O

O TABLE 2

Pdblic Hearing Assessment SCOres.,by Ability Level -
"Live" Rating Method

(Revised 10-Item Rating Instrument)1

total

Low

Ability Average Advanced

(N-97) (N=25) (N=33) (N=39)

mean 28.29 25.12 27.91 29.97

Standard deviation 4.88 4.55 4.85r 3.76

mode. - 27.00 27.00 '27.00 28.00

median 28.00 25.00 28.00- 30.00

achieving mastery (%) 76.30 56.00. 75.76 89.70

1

Potential range: 0-40

cut-off score of 1.9 was established.

f!SYCHOMETRIC ADE UACY OF THE PUBLIC HEARING ASSESSMENT

content validity. The content validity of a +est is a function of

the degree to which its items reflect the appropriate doMain of skills

and /or .knowledge. In a performance test such as the public hearing assess-

went, 'context validity refers'to the selection of the task and the criteria

for evaluation. Any claim that tOis,examinhtion comprehensively samples

thedomain of speaking skills would overstate the case. A communication

33
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assessment with strong content validity would need to include several

liskS'repreSenting a widerOde of communication situations and func-

tiOns.ThiSetsesSment-prodedure, even considered in-conjunction with

114;eMOICyMent- inteeview tatk4 SaMples:only from the more formal end
;

'fthe spectrum of coMmunication,-Contexts.
. .

the 'public hearing task possesses a degree of .context

validity because it conforms to the objectives specified by the school

distr)Ot staff: it represents a "life role" situation, calls -for ex-
,

fendeOrscourse, and -demands a standardlike language style. The

Otilbation criteria contribute-to content Validity because, like all

474tOrfcei trait InstrUMents, they were derived by means of a rhetorical

teSk-analVsis of-the assidnment. Indeed, the criteria do reflect the

cle4sical canons of rhetoric: invention of subject matter, porganization,

languabe'styfe, delivery, and control over 'extended discourses Finally',

the selection of public hearing agenda items, the tOpics,.enhance con-

tent validity insofar as field tests indicate that students find these

-particularlopics to be meaningful and manageable. Moreover, the topics,

neValuation criteria, as well as the communication situation were all

passed by the project staff. That staff constitutes a panel of experts-,

being comprised of experienced grade level teachers from English, social

studies, and career education.
Nrs

criterion referenced validity.- If the results obtained with.a new

]

.instrument conform to those demonstrated either concurrently or at a

. future time by some other accepted measurement technique, then the new

----Instrument is said to possess criterion referenced-validity. Two

criteria were used in an attempt to validate the public assessment instru-

ment: (I) teacher ratings of typical classroom communication and (2) .
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'ability level as indicated byqflecom;rt in ability level tracks.
.

- i -

TOreach'of the 166 students who had participated in-the public

29.

_hita.thig assessment, Iwo teachers fami.liar with. that student rated

the;student'- typicil c1assroom-communteatIon-sktits,7-The -teachers

use&a,form-, presented in Appendix L, which was developed for use in
x

tthheMassachusetts Assessment of Basic Skills (Massachusetts Department

-of Education, r979). The inter-rater reliability for these classroom

communication assessments were rx.6306. In order to ascertain the

validity of the public speaking assessment as referenced against this

criterion, the correlation between average classroom rating and the

average total publiC hearing rating was calculated. The resulting

4

correlation coefficient was .8760:

Although the.public hearing assessment is a criterion referenced

test, some indication of the validity of total E-nres can be'deermined

by examininn if these scores discriminate among students-in a manner

consistent with previous Classifications of students' overall academic .

ability. The school district divides students into low, average, and

adv-inced ability tracks on the basis of student self. selections, teacher

recommendations, and standardized test scores. Mastery decisions (at

two levels: mastery ;vs. nonmastery) were cross-tabulated with student

ability (at three levels) in order to determine the dependence of

student performance on this examination with overall student ability.

These cross-tabulations were performed for two test administrations

involving 107 and 97 students, respectively. (See Tables I and 2 for

percentages of students achieving mastery broken down by ability level.).

The resulting 2 x 3 contingency tables were subjected to .Chi2 analyses.

Obtained values of Chit were 18.47 (2 df, pV.001) for the videotaped
-
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administration and-9.53 (2 4f, p(.005) for the sample rated-"live." .

Inboth-cases the frequency of criterion performance was posi-

tivelV_related to ability level.

internal.iconsistency The Sporing,procedure for the public hear-

ing assessment creates avtotal score by summing the ratings on each
,

-criterion. One potential source of error or unreliability is lack of

homogeneity -among the criteria. T14f-ts, if the items do not all

contribute to a "pure" index of communication Skili, then' measure-

ment error is introduced- in summing the criteria. In order to ascer-

tain the internal cOnsIsteney.ofthe ratIng'Instrumefit, an Index of

homogeneity, Cronbach's alpha; was. calculated. Cronbach's alpha ranges-

froei 0 -1.0, and can be interpreted like a correlation coefficient.

Two-administrations of the speech examination were each rated by two

. sets of-raters. The original 10-item instrument was used to evaluate

106 students by means of the videotape method. internal consistency

values obiained for this admihistraflon were .872 and .879. A revised

10-item'instrument was used to evaluate 96 students by means of the

4 a'

:'live" method. The resulting'valuesfor internal consistency were

.859 and .817: While these values indicate strong homogeneity for

these 10-item scales, it should be noted that internal consistency

generally Increasei with the number of items. It is possible, therefore,

that-the revised 8-item rating scale may display slightly Ilwer homogeneity.

The internal consistency of the employment interview rating scale

was also examined. Thirty'students participated' 16 this alternate form

of the speech assessment, and were rated by three sets of judges. Obtained

values of Cronbach's alpha for the nine-item employment interview rating

Instrument wore .917, .683, and.887.
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..wivalent forms reliability. Because the,-public hearing assess-
.

*Of Is a criterion referenced test, it is necessary to devise alternate

forms of the examination which .can"be administered tothose who do not

pass it initially. The alternate form must be equivalent to the primary

assessment procedure, at least in the Sensthat performance on one,

must be positively related to performance on the other. In order to

determine if the employment interview could
7

se as an equivalent

form of the speech proficiency assessment, 30 ninth -grade students of

varying abilities were administered both tasks. Each of their performances

were evaluated by three raters using the,apnropriate rating instruments.

The correlation between-the average Tilting on the employment interview

and the average rating on the public hearing assessment was .697.
4

:This may be regarded as a suitably strong relationship for performance

tests of this .kind.

;equivalence between topics. IT) the public hearing assessment

students are able to select their topic from among three agenda items.

'It is possible, however, that some bias may inhere in the choice of

topic. For example, some topics may be,inherently easier than others.

Or raters.may be more impressed by some subject matter compared to some

other. Such problems have insinuated measurement error in large scale

testing of writing.skills (Rosen, 1969). Tables 3 and 4 present

summary statistics broken down by topic for two administrations of the

rublia hearing assessment. Two types of analyses were performed to test

the significance of choice of topic. Total scores were Subjected to

one-way analyses of variance (ANOV6s) with unequal numbers of 'subjects

tested in the .three levels of topic,.
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CABLE 3

:t4drilary'IStatistttst Publid Hearing ASSesSMenf Scores by Topic

(Original 10-item instrument, Videotape Rating Method

Topic 1
n=66)

Topic 2
(n2g22)°

Topic 3
- (n=18)

'mean . 22.92 23.54 22.36

standard deviation
(

4:94 3.56 3.82

mode 15:00 24.00 20.00

median. 23.00 23.00 20.00

achieving criterion (N) 30.30 31.80 27.80

1

Potential range: 0-40

TABLE 4

Summary Statistics: Public Hearing Assessment Scores by Topic

1

(ReVised 10-item instrument, "Live" Rating Method)

mean

standard deviation

mode ,

4tilan

achieving criterion (%)

Topic I Topic 2 Topic 3
(n=43) (n=38) (n=16)

28.47 27.63 27.80

5.30 5.23 3.14

32.00 21.00 27.00

29.00 28.00 28.00'

76.74 71.05 86.67

11 OM NNW . Iv

:1Potential range: 0-40

The results of these ANOVAs appear in Tables 5 and 6. While topic I

(open campus for,lunch) was the most popular, differences among topic
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.A45VA-of-Public4Mearing:AsSessment Scores by Topic

(Original 40-item Scale, Videotape Rating Method)

33

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean aum.

Topic 2 14.113 7.057 .346

S(TOplc) 105 2100.142 20.390

TABLE 6

ANOVA-of Public Hearing Assessment Scores by Topic

(Revised 10-.item Scale, "Live" Rating Method)

Sdurceof Variation df Sum of Squares ,Mean Square F

Topic 2 46.991 8.496 .349

S(Topic) 93 2266.247 24.368

means -were not statistically significant at the,i05 level.

As a second attempt to verify that choice of topic is not a po-

tenttent factor in this examination, students were cross tabulated accord-

ing to topic (at 3 levels) and mastery (at 2 lesiels, 1.e:, achieved

the criterion Score vs. failed to achieve the critlerjon score). This

store tabulation was Cohducted for the two test administrations men-

tionedf4n the preceding.paragraph. (See tables 3 and 4 for frequencies

of"mastery broken down by topic.) Values of the Chi2 statistic were

calculated in order to test for'statistically significant relation-

ships between mastery and topic. choice. For the videotape method rat-

ing.Chi2s.078 (2 df, p>.10). For the "live" rating Chi2=1.45 (2 df,

p7.10). In neither trial was a statistically significant relationship

reirealeid.
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effects of sneakinn order. In the public hearinn assessment,

speakers are eAso audience members. If is possible that later speakers

might be aided because they have an opportunity to include material

developed by-earlier speakers. Weed, observation confirms consider-

able repetition of earlier arguments. Also, speaking order dictates

the order in which judges rate the speeches. It is possible that

some fatigue factor might systematically affect the raters' performance.

The correlation betwe speaking order and total score was calculated

in order to reve,A these potential effects. For the videotape method

administration to 106 ninth-graders, the correlation coefficient was

.1325 (p .05). For the "live" rating of 97 ninth-graders, the corre-

lation coefficient was .3119 (p .01). A statistically significant

order effect emerged for the "live" rating, though in neither case

did speaking order account for more than 10% of the variance in total

scores. It is likely that the statistically sionificant order effect

found for "live" rating is attributable to rater fatigue. Were the

order effect due to students learning from preceding speakers, it

would have been more marked in the videotape method rating as well as

the -live" rating.

inter-rater reliability. As discussed in the previous section

on training raters, it is necessary to demonstrate that independent

_judges can reacp similar decisions in their use of the rating Instru-

ment. Two procedures tested agreement among raters. QFirst, total

score correlations between pairs of raters assigned to the same stu-

dent were calculated. The averane inter-rater correlation derived

from the videotape method rating of 106 ninth-graders was .8246

(p<.001). The average correlation between raters derived from the

ultve" rating of 97 ninth-graders was .7239 (p C.001).
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in the spiritof cr iterion referenced testing, a second analysis

examined the degree to which raters agreed in their classification of

students as masters vs. nonmasters. Student scores were cross-

tabulated for mastery (at two levels, i.e., those who had attained the

criterion score vs. those who failed to attain the criterion score)

and rater (at two levels). The resulting 2P.x-2-contingency-table was

subjected to the Chi2 procedure to ascertain if the relationship between

rater and mastery decision was statistically significant. The contin-

gency table for the videotape method rating of 106 ninth-graflers appears

in Table 7, while that for the "live" rating of 97 ninth-graders

appears in Table 8. The obtained Chi2 for the former analysis was 46.463

Rater 2

TABLE 7

Cross-Tabulation of Rater by Mastery Decision

(Original 10-item Scale, Videotape Rating Method)

mastery

nonmastery

Rater

master nonmaster

27 10

<25.5%) (9:4%).

6 63
(5.7%) (59.4%) .

(p <.001) demonstrating strong agreement between raters. For this adminis-

tration, 15.1% of the students were cross-classified by raters, passed

by one rater but not by the other. This percentage of cross- classifi-

cations represents also the frequency with which a third "floating"

-rater was needed to resolve discrepancies. For the "live" rating, Chip=

43.893 (pIC.001) anain indicating a strong relationship among mastery
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Rater 2

TABLE-8_

ProsSTabulation,Of Rater by-Mastery Decision

(Revised 10-itemhScale, "Live" Rating Method)

mastery

monmaStery

Rater

maSte

36

nonmaste

6y 4

(69.1%) (4.1%)

,

8

-

18

(8.2%) (18.6%)

, 1

'Fdecisions. Raters cross-classified 12.3% of the students using the

"rive method.

Data were also collected regarding inter-rater reliability of the

job interview ratings. Three raters evaluated each of thirty ninth-
,-

graders participating in this assessment task. Simple correlations be-

tween the scores assigned by these three raters were .506, .605, and

.956. The reliability (Cro;bachls alpha) of the average of three re-

ings was .869. While the lowest of the inter-rater correlations was

unsatisfactory, the highest of the correlations provides reason to

believe that adequate agreement can be reached in the use of the employ-

ment interview rating instrument if more intensive training is pro-

vided.

cultural nroup bias. No data were collected concerning the cul-

tural or ethnic identities of students in this project. Therefore it

was not possible to ascertain If the assessment procedure was biased

against any particular cultural" group. Any future extension of this

project will- need to examine.this issue. lin doing so, however, it

!should be noted tha=t bias is not empirically determined simply by not-

42
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ing if one particular group scored more poorly than another. Rather,

--a test is biased if test scores over- or undei.-predict scores on some

criterion refeEenci-ng measuring (e,g., classroom ratings of typical

communication behaviors), and if these erroneous predictions are ob-

tained for one,cultural group, but not another. Furthermore, cultu-ral

group identity must not be confounded with ability level grouping in

any such eXamination of bias. Finally, it may be noted that the

communication task and evaluation criteria were constructed with an

eye toward avoiding culture-bound standards, other than those which

may be inherent in any institutionalized test of commUnicatien skills

(cf, Rubin, 1980).

IlHA't RESOURCES ARE NEEDED TO CONDUCT THE ORAL CO1MUN1CATONS ASSESSMENT?

As in 'the case with any type of assessment activity, one of the

major considerations-in oral communications assessment is the time

element. Since the oral' communications presentations are rated by

teachers, even more questions must be addressed concerning time. When,

for example, are the teachers to be trained as raters? When will the

teachers rate the oral presentations?

Rater training can be provided during the school day and in the

evenings after school. , If a consultant has to travel a great dis-

tance, however, it'is often difficult for the consultant to spend

his/hdr time traveling for a two or three hour workshop after school.

One approach qs to work with one group of raters during the first half

I

,
1

of the school day and work with a different group after lunch. Using

tt

this
.

.
.

\ ,

approach, one substitute can cover for two teacher,:

1

. .

If the rating instrument has,been "de.:buggeePrior to calling
.

the teachers.in for rater training, approximately four hours may be

A f.1
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sufficient. As stated in an earlier section, the selection of teachers

as.eatersehould not be limited to the English department.. Also, as

indicated eari;er, some time must be initially devoted to a "we believe"

discussion about the purpose and nature of oral communications and oral
,Van

communications assessment. Video tapes of students of various ability

levels giving oral presentations are needed for learning how to use the

rating instrument. Inter-rater reliabilities should also be computed

during the training.

If the "live" method of eating (as opposed to *video taping the

student-presentations) is to be utilized,Jhe raters should have some

practice using the instrument in a classroom before having the pressures

of rating large numbers of student presentations:

Obviously the time needed to rate a population of students will

depend on the size of that population. Generally, a class of 25 stu-

dents can be rated during a 55 minute class period, however. Due to

the fatigue factor; teachers probably should not devote more than three tj

periods a day rating students' oral presentations.

For the sake of convenience, a class such as English in which most

students are enrolled can be used for the rating sessions. The teacher.

of that class does not rate his/her class even if he/she is a trained

rater, Unless the presentations are video-taped the only equipment-

needed is a speaker's stand and a audio-tape recorder to record the

Ipresentations In case a third 5rater is.needed.

Raters in the Glynn County School System decided students were not

as relaxed while -being video-taped. In addition, the number of video

cameras and recorders available limited the number of presentations that

,

could be-given simultaneously. Therefore, the decision was made to

44



rate, the Oresentationi While they were being given.

.A6q4;7retourceneeed: when preparing for the oral communications

astetsment process is consultation services. An expert in both oral

cOMunications,andoral communications assessment, plus-a knowledge

df,the CBE movement, will be-needed to help identify the rating instru-

39

Ment, train the raters, organize the rating sessions, and assist in

..'analysing the results. TMs consultant should also assist in identify-
,

ing-caps in the oral communisations strand in the curriculum and with

-,identifying strategies far teaching oral communications.

The monetary cost for preparing and conducting oral. communications

.

assessment is relatively small. Substitute teacher pay to provide for

release time for 'raters, stipends for after school workshops,and.

honorariums and travel expenses for technical assistance are the major

expenses. Some of these expenses would be incurred only during the

first developmental, year. One approach to estimating the cost of such

a project would be to:
'

1. Decide how many raters are to be trained. Keep in mind

you will need a team of-twO teachers to rate about 75

students a day. How many days do you want to extend

-the rating process?

2. How will the Classes-of the raters be covered while

these teachers are rating the presentations? If

substitutes will be used, allow one substitute for

every two. teachers (one in the morning and one in

the afternoon) and Multiply the daily pay by the

number of days needed to'complete the ratings.

3. Add in $1,000.00 for-5 consultant days; This will

vary according to how much time is spent in denti-
fOng, deyeloping, or modifying a rating instrument.

4. Decide when the-raters will be trained. If it is

during the school day, add substitute pay, if any.

If this will be done after school',, add in hourly sti-

pends of approximately five- dollar an hour.

5. List the cost of other Miscellaneous items such as
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itN11r4lAS IMPACT.. ,OF ,THE,,P,I-LOtORAL:,COMINIUNICATION ASSESSMENT
:',PROGRAM::"" . ,.

Several . of the reservations 'felt teachers, and .stOdents at the

'Obtset of the project were, reileVed.after Students 'participated In the

assessment activities. In the early training sessions, for example,

,SoMe4eachers,expi:600d the bei ief that "many. of their itudents would

,n0 *do that-:7 any,.
, .

;PreiiJoUS :experience speaking,,-before a groupTteachers,,..were_soMeWhat

skf0t101.

Although a small number of students refused, most students did

participate. Some teachekS were surprised that their student's did very

Some students indicated at the end of the school year that this

experience had ,been more helpful to them-than_anything else they had

done -at school that year. Some senior English teachers' give their

students an opportunity to try the public hearing simulation without

the benefit of trained raters, and the students thought it,was fun.

Having, less pressure to perform no doubt made some difference. As in

-the case when many changes are made, seeing can make believers of

doubters.

The oral, communication assessment program had a generally positive

effect on overall staff development. The experience of having teachers

leam the English, social studies, and career education departments no

dOutt,had. a positive effect. if promoted a more harmonious working re-

,iationehlp between departMents, Rating teams were. often composed of

:teachers frOM different dep_artMents.bOth_ during the training, and during

VI+
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414.0r,rating, MoreoVer, instrument development and- rater training '

S'4006s-hatne,...odalli'y of Inservice_edUcafion.for teachers who

TreviOUsly had no exposure to principles and methods of speech communi-

-cation

,During the development of the rating scale and training sessions-

thethounht was often expressed that by developing assessment procedures

tefore curriculum development and instructional activities we were getting

"trlecart before the horse." Since it takes months to develop such an

assessment procedure however, and because assessment procedures for the

lather;1ife role areas were in.the final stage of development, self-imposed

-pressure was felt.

Developing an assessment instrument does obviously force the identi-
.

fication of what it is that the student must be able to do. Ahd this

Identification of objectives is a first step in the-instructional pro-

ceSs. Teachers.who have been (nvolved in:the development of the rat-

ing instrument. and the. actual rating of oral communication performance

WI also be made responsive 'to making the necessary changes in their

classroom practices. Having this type of involvement 011 b3rtainly

motivate the teachers to provide the necessary instruction.

Recent curriculum revisions have been made to include instruction

in speech in the English courses and revisions will be made in govern-
.

Ment courses during the 1981 -82 school year. Staff development activities

will. also include instructional strategies in oral communications.

The greatest impact of this project was to adopf the procedures des-
.

-cribed_ in thit4eper as the means to assess oral communication compe-

tence. During the 1980-81 schobl year afl ninth and tenth grade students

Were gven the opportunity to be Tafed. Since these are tha first claSses
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that must ShoW/competeilce in rill the areas identified asminimum, this

41**SMent was "for real." A vast majority in both of these classes

:passed the assessment.

Reniediation will be handled as a regular part of the English

diaSO since oral communication is included in all courses. Even those.

who.passed will be able to profit fromadditionar instruction. Those

who fail to pass a second time Will be given more intensive remedia-
.

ttOn which mill occur by pulling students from class and after the

,regUlat-school day.

. A report of the results were sent.home to parenis. See Appendix

M Tasks (Skills) in which the student scored lower than 3 were marked

as needi

r
improvement. ThiS report will also facilitiate remediation.

i4S'I'
. . ,.

18
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flOhINGS 0

letWef, this pilot project-demonstrates that large scale cri-

terion referenced testing of hUghy;school students' speech proficiendV°

Is feasible: The comMuri,cation-task, a simulated public hearing, co

formed to the specifications of the district forifsaMpling extended

discourse in a formal; "life role" situation. It provides students

with a-sense of purpgte and context, and permitS'eXercise of a ful

range -of communication skills trom,invention of subject matter to vocal

lind-gestural.delivery; At the same time, it provides the structure

necessary to contfol extraneous sources of variation.- Moreover, the

__task proved meaningful. and manageable to the majority of students.

The rating instrument devised for use in conjunction with this

assessment task was a type of rhetorical trait measure. It provides

detailed information about students' performance which can inform alace-

.
ment decisions for subsequent remediation, as well as competency

certification and program evaluation decisions. ,It exhibits con-

tent, validity within a limited content domain, and empirical_investi-

Aation.revealed strong internal consistency.. Criterion referenced

validity was also demonstrated. Given sufficient training in its Use,

raters were able to attain substantial agreement in'assigning scores.

It should bp notedi however, that.the videotape rating method was

somewhat .superior to "live" rating with respect,to rellabiJity.

Particularly troublesome is-the apparent rater fatigue factor-1r "live"'

ratings.
.21 r

a

This pilot project also developed an alternate form of the speech

proficiency assessment,

dune displayed adequate

the-employment interview "task. This proce -

equivalence with the pl-imary assessment task,

49
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themublic hearing situation. The rating instrument associated with

thiselternate form possessed strong internal consistency. Results

suggest that-with more substantial: training _than thatiwovisied in

this project, judges can attain acceptable. levels of inter-rater reit-
,

The development and field testing of this assessment procedure

..
appears to have exerted salubrious effects on oral communication

instruction In local high schools. At very least, teacher and student

participants have become sensitized to some fundamental oral communi-

cation skills. .Based on informally elicited remarks, the teaching staff

seems to have shifted its attitudes toward oral communication education

in a positive direction, Mott significantly, the speech assessment

program has Initiated a process of curricula- innovation whereby tea-

chers are providing more deliberate instruction in oral communication

than was ineviouSly the case.

The costs)of measuring and certifying students' speech ,proficiency

in this manner are substantial. The procedure c" mends considerable

allocation Of student and, staff time,'the latter entailing allocation

of funds for substitute teachers-. Certainly an indirect, multiple

choice test of communication skills would be less costly. This option,

however, was never pursued by the district. -Previous experience de-
,

monstrates that such tests are difficult to Construct and would, if

Implemented, likely have deleterious effects on-instruction(TRUbin,

1981). In balance, the.costs of administering an examination pf oral

,communication skill. are outweigh by the positive outcomes.

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

alternative evaluation methods to control costs.
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The assessment procedure described in this report is the product of

.__mOnycOMproMises. ,,tdeally, for example, student_performances would be

sampled In A variety of communication Situations rather than in one

primary and ene,alternattvetask. Similarty adoption of "live'' rating

inttaad of the videotape methLdsacrificeS a degree of reliability,

but-maintainsnevertheless an acceptable level of psychometric ade-

quacy. Some additional 'saving -of time and expense could be realized

by utilizing a general impression rating scale. General impression

scales, frequently employed in evaluating written composition (e.g.,

Hudson & Veal, 1981), require that judges render only a single over-

all rating of a performance, frequently along a five-point scale.

This rating method speeds up the scoring process, and may even epchance

inter-:rater reliability. What is lost; however, is the detailed in-

.

formation that can guide, "subsequent student placement and curricular

adjustments. In any event, use-of general impression marking cannot.

reduce rating time beyond the length of student speeches.

Two other alternative evaluation procedures shift the burden of

evaluation from a cadre of raters to students' classroom teachers.

One such method, employed in Massachusetts public schools, requires

teachers to rate students' typical communication skills as observed over

time in'the course of classroom interaction (Ma-isachusetts Department

of Education, 1979). Those students who fail to pass this initial,

_screening by classroom teachers are then subjected to a series of

specific assessment,fasks administered and rated by a trained evaluator.

A second method which Shifts the burden of speech assessment to

classroom teachers demands in ,class performance tests on.specified,

communication tasks. Classroom teachern act as test administrators
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anfirratersi Illustrative.of this administrative arrangement are a
-

prOCddUre-ddveloped by the Pennsylvania-Department of Education (1979)

which Includes a single narrative task, and an evaluation nropram

datediby thtr.Vermontrtment-of Education (1977) in which class-
...

room taachers,administer and evaluate a series of communication tasks.

These methods, which call upon classroom teachers instaad of

*-selected raters, incura great risk of ynreilability.. Even assuming

_ifieSsive In-service training irograms, classroom teachers cannot shed

their-: expectations and preferences, factors which must inevitably

colOr their- judgements. Without the check of a second rater, reli--

abtlify is endangered beyond acceptable limits. Moreover, it is not

clear that such arrangements constitute true savings, for teachers

already. pressed for time must give up some instructional efforts to

accommodate to these assessment related roles.

assessing listening skills. The goal of this project was limited

to developing an) field testing a procedure for measuring proficiency

in speech. The project hasnot.considered the complementary and equally

important goal of assessing listening competencies. In all but the

most formal discourse, of course, individuals shift amiCally between

the roles of listener and speaker during the course of interaction.

Such is the case in-the employment interview task, in fact. We spend

more time listening than in any other waking hour activity. A complete

program of oral communication instruction cannot neglect listening

skills.

Assessing littening skills is a less complicated and costly

enterprise than testing speech Proficiency.. Tests of listening per-

formante can bd group administered and mechanically scored.' It is
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initial test development which constitutes an impediment to mnasuring

listening ability. For the most Ott, commercially available listen-. \ :

igg tests measure only limited types of listening (Rubin, Daly, Dickson, \\,.

McCroskey & Mead, 1981). Many commerical instruments are merely

reading or vocabulary tests presented orally. Greater Validity inhere

in tests which include listening for point of view, listening for de-

cision making, listening for instructions, listening for inference

%

making, and so on. Such listening examinations have been noncommer-

daily developed, must notably by Alberta's Ministry's Advisory

Committee on Student Achievement (1979), Massachusetts Department of Edu-

cation (1970), and Michigan Department of Education (1979). Exploit-
r

inn these models, it would be quite feasible for a local jurisdiction

to create and field test a suitable listening assessment instrument.

K-12 curricular sunport. Enmeshed in the details of test a'ininis-

tration and technical analysis, it is,all too easy for a project of

this kind to lose sight of its ultimate purpose: to enhance students'

communication skills. This report has noted that testing programs of-

ten provide impetus for curricular innovation. lwouId be unethical

to pursue this, or any otheF, achtevement'tes+ing program if such turri-

cular support .were not forthcoming.
;

Two 5.:neral points ought to be raised with regard to appropriate
, -

implementation of an oral Communication curriculum. First, deliberate (
.

oral communication instruction should appear 3t all levels of a student's A
--:

.,vi

public school career. The focus of the present project was on a high_

school graduation competency test. However; a sound foundation for
-,-:!

:,.1

these exit-level skills needs to Oe tet,early in the primary grades,
.:,

and deve loped throughout the intermediate grades. It is an error, for
.,f,..
-1

. _,-;,3
---_ .--
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example,.to presume that persuasive discourse is a iitfsubject only

for secondary level instruction. Younger children also possess per-
:

suasive skills which,might be refined and enhanced (PichC Rubin &

Michlin, 1978). It may not be wide to assign formal public speaking

assignments to second-graders, but second-graders can nevertheless role;-

play persuasive situations with which they are familiar. Similarly,

younger children can learn tne'value of orientingLlisteners to the pur7

"Pose of a talk, though they need not be exposed to the notion of a

formal introduCtion.

.

A second worthy point about curricular support.concerns the range

of skills to be taught. The public hearing and employment interview .

assessment tasks are sampled from a broad domain of communication situa-

tioos, and they represent only a limited selection of communication

ccopetencies. A well motivated oral commun ation curriculum would not

merely prepare students to pass this competency P-.3mination. Rather,

comprehensive communication instruction would encompass the spectrum

of interaction types from highly reciprocal conversation to highly.

Jorge! and ritualized speeches of appreciation. It would span a range

of listeners from familiar peers to remote audiences composed of "the

generaliZed other." A supeilor communication curriculum would pro-

vide students with, experience in a variety of communication acts includ-

Ing pantomige, creative dramatics, small group problem solving, and

parliamentary.discussion. It would include units on nonverbal communi-

cation, dialects and la-guage yeriat ropagenda techniques, and

story tel!ing. In short, instruction in oral communication must recog-
,

niwthelagsessment Ooceduret are:indices of student achievement; they
f r

cannotbe'allowed to, circumscribe oufcomes.of.le rning.
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-APPENDIX A

,

t.',Sorhe qiiiding principles

A commitment to assess or communication skifly is an-acknow-
, ledgement of.the primary importahce of speaking and listening
in-Our lives. .Oril commuhicatron is a tool for influencing and
,cooperating with others, for discovering our world, and for self-
expression. It is also the foundation upon which literacy is
built.

1:2 A commitment to assess oral communication skills entails a
'commitment to incorporate deliberate instruction in speaking and
listening throughout the grades. It is true that we learn to
communicate through everyday experience. ,But effetive and flex-
ible speech communication skills are cultivated in teacher-learner
interaction.

1.3 Oral communication takes place within a social context. Artifi-
ciality and an exclusively evaluative climate inhibit speech.
Assessment procedures ought to involve tasks which ask students to
communicate for real purposes in as naturalistic a setting ass.
possible.

1.4 Criteria for evaluating speech communication are functional. They
are defined in terms of effectiveness and appropriateness within
given interactive situations. Absolute standards or standards
which do not refer to the unique quality of each communication
setting,- performance. are rarely applicable. Nor should stand-
ards of written language be directly transposed to oral assessment.

1.5 Evaluators of students' oral skills must be familiar with the
fundamentals of speech communication. They must be trained to
recognize the demands of the assessment tasks and to rate students
in a consistent manner.

1.6 Assessment tasks must be designed to provide students with feed-
back concerning their strengths and deficiencies. Feedback should
be phrased in a supportive manner and serve as the basis for
additional developmental instruction.

2. Overview of astessment_tasks

Tasks involve a number of life roles identified as of primary importance.
They are-set in a variety of interactive contexts (one-to-one, one-to-
group, one-to-many). The tasks include demands for both.speaking and lis-
tening. They incorporate several communication functions (infarming,

questioning, persuading, establishilig relationships). The District may
select all or only some of the tasks. The tasks may be modified depending
on the resources available.
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Continued):

leleollonf.hglOrInfOrMattom TatkA

OirocedUre.. -Student.makes:siMUtated.4elephOne.c6Fl to :the State:

S A.00'11006t1r00.-:000 +9:IguilrObout *MOO employMent o000r-,

'711144.0'
'0000.0.1*11,10400IEr'of,deif, 11Stens-lor and-.

rti...0160OrtoregUeStS forCiarifiCation, ,reqUeStaddttiOnel
Mati,sOn-Onpro:SOeCtvOffniereSt, listens for instruCtiOns, pro
verIvrtoneltidescOVerSatI00-.

3.2
Oft

Valuation criteria. Performance indicators are rated on 4 ,point.
scale. sedfiOn:9 Criteria include, ,proper introduction,,
Spedification of interests and quallfiCations:;. response to request
forclarilicatiOn, conveyt%Own need for _additional ,information,-
voice rate, volume, inflection, appropriate linguistic style, and
courtesy: .

4. 306 interview: Task B

4.2

Procedure. Student interviews for choice of.positiont-at a fast
food restaurant. Procedure includes filling out application form.
Questioning. provides opportunity for self-discloiure and self-
analysis' and for taking the role of another individual.. See

attached sample interview.

Evaluation criteria. Performance- indicators are -rated on 4-point

scale. (See section 9). Criteria.include appropriate response
to narrow questions, elaboration in response to open questions,
creating opportunities to show interest and initiative by ques-
tioning the interviewer, tactful inquiry concerning salary, start-
ing date, voice rate, inflection, volume, appropriate eye-contact
and nonverbal gestures, appropriate linguistic style, and proper
conclusion.

5. Giving instructions: Task C

5.1 Procedure. Student learns a vocational technique by viewing a
film or participating in an auto-instructional module. Examples
Of -such technigOe Include (a) preparing mail for bulk mailing,
(b) rudimentarY, operation of ,keypunch, (c) assembly of simple
_mechanism (e.g. wind-up clock). Student has opport6nity to prac
floe and demonstrate mastery of technique. Student then teaches-
'this technique to a peer.

5.2 Evaluation criteria. Performance indicators are rated on,4-point
scale. (See section 9). Criteria include, student gives orienta.- .

Pion or overview of task, student gives instructions in proper
sequence and in appropriate units of information, uses clear langw-
agq, asks for and respondS. to feedback, student explains purpose
for each component subtask, student does not rely on nonVerbalindi-
cators, speaks with proper rate, volume, inflection.
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:Group - piroblem;solvi "nq: `Task D

6.2

:Oroic10017, Students .participate in leaderless peer group dis.-
cusSibil. In -Order to.,SO14,iiidral driermator question, of po,i icy

l0040'thelr=1"0.600'*-0c00406de:andjnterest: Examples of such
410111csAnClUde-I'What tb004'd -you_ do if-you 'discover a _friend ex=

petimentfilg,:w1tbAlard:drUgtt can 'hi* school, students, do

fOr'lber,000.+0',074.0re,orthejOb market of:the-aiming decade?
14o0h0Old-Wp_Cbange,,-OUr lifestyles to adapt to the need. to con-.
serVe,erierg0' "Students must adopt roles for effective group
fpnCtionng, clarify the tOpit, develop potential solutions, evaiu-

e

:ate-Sordilohdo

Eval'uOtion criteria'. OerforManCe indicators are rated for each

group partiCipant-Once 4 -point (See sectiOn,2), Criteria
Ind-10de, doet,notdoyhatOitCuSsioni SeekS'others'' opiniont,,
*ptestes.Own-OpiniOn at ,00proPriateixiint, paraphrases othert'
tiontYibUtJOns,. eXPreSteSditagreement andegrOmenti PlOrifieS
topic, IdentifiesPoints-of contention ,and.commonaiity, gives log-.
ical support.for own point ot view by aieans.of'exaMpleand other
forms of evidence, expresses evaluation of others' ideas construc-
tively, voice rate, volume, inflection, nonverbal gestures.

7. Public hearinn: Task E

7.1 Procedure. Students participate in a simulated public hearing
such as'mightbe conducted' by county commissioners. Proposals

under consideration include tonstructioriof an -industrial air-
port, abolition of all zoning restrictions, increased property
taxes for improvements in fire department and county hospital.
Student selects one issue on which to testify before the hearing
officers." Student decides his/her own point of view. Time limit

on statement is 3 minutes.

7.2 Evaluation criteria. Performance indicators are rated on a 4-point

scale. (See section 9). Criteria include, expresses indentifiabie
point of view, gives reasons, supports point of view with infor-
mation, arguments are adapted to the point of view of local govern-
ment administrators, linguistic style is appropriate, states point
of view clearly in introductory comments, concludes appropriately,

uses appropriate eye contact, nonverbal gestures, voice rate, in-

. flection, and volume.
-7.

8. Critical listening: Task F

8.1 Procedure. May be conducted individually or in group. Students

view a videotaped condensation of a typical newscast. 'Tape includes

segment of political speech, biased report of news item (e.g. high-

way construction project), advertisements, sports report blending

.into editorial comment, weather repOrt. In group or individually

.students are interviewed to deterrane their discrimination between
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(continUed)
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.55

4e0t:,:and 'retiftition,OiAn:forMatiOh, inferences from infoe-
Meti oft given, analysis - of persuasive PtiPa Is

. tO Evaluation criteria Performance indicators are rated on a 4-point
1,S164' :criteria' 14lclude, discriminates .tact

, .

1rOin.opininb, islen+ifieS:POint of view and infers motivation when
appropriate, correctly categorizes-persuasive appeals band-

J. .,)0mgen,000roOch, glittering4herallties, incomplete statistics),
frifertprOper personal action (e.g., on basis of weather report),
independent 'of -mdrar Judgments.

9. 'Evaluation procedures

Trairiet,raterS record their judgments on instruments designed .specifically
40reaCh.task. Each performance indicator is rated on a four-point scale.
as

I =. ReMeMber to do this next time. See your teacher for further
suggestions for improverentt.

2 - You have this skit I, but you can do this more effectively or
consistently next time.

3 - You did well,' iiut 'in order to improve your communication skills,
polish up your use of this ability to be extremely effective.,

4 - You've mastered this ski ft If you can remember to use this
ability in other situations, you will be an effective communi-
cator.

A rating of 3 or 4 indicates that the student has exceeded the performance stand-
ard. Whenever possible, students will be audie-or videotaped so that they may
review their performances in conjunction with the feedback/evaluation forms.
Preferably two raters will evaluate each performance. When ravers disagree,
the taped performance can be used by a third evaluator or 'team of evaluators
for a 'f net determination. Eva I uat i on procedures a I I ow .students who fail to be
retested at frequent intervals, recogn rz ing that oral communication performance
is affected by many.yerjables and may be inconsistent from session to session.
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,`APPENDIX:

APPLICATION EXPLOTWIT

EQUAL OPPOItTUNITT EMPLOYER Kir

56

'114,.:Underyino,OblIgat, OAintwer, questions yoU find personally ciffenSIVO'a.

;INFORMATION

Date toast! Seturi ihniber

Sex

t

.

eigt:AddreSei

Stteet

-4efinin'efit :Address

First Middle

tY State Zip

Aiiitiierts,Occupation:

Street City State

Father's Education:

Zip

14Othies Occupation:
Mother's Education:

Phone _Number Citizen of U.S.A.: Yes No

'Date of Birth Height

Color of

Weight Hair '

Color of
Eyes

ENPLOYOtNT_DEOIRED Date You Salary

-host/hostess cashiei cook Can Start Diaired

11111

Days and,Hours.Available:

You E o ed Nov

If So* We Inquire
of Your Present `E " 10 er

ED-DeAYIDN ' Name and Location of School

.

Yearev

Attended-

.

Date
Graduated

.........
Gtasmar SChool

. .
...,

.

. . .

High -School

-4mg......=k1.111141r:.:4..,
111116,...".

1C/41C--Athletic traterital etc :) *No toi



f.

. .

1DUCATION
.

- Nasty and LOcation-of-School
.

'ears
Attended

-

Elam
'Graduated °

,0134Re
--

.

.

.
. - ..

.,
-,Traidie,.:ltuiiness
;or *- Correspondence
:Hebei &

.
-

..--- ---
..--6...

...

!

RMER EMPLOYERS (List belok Last Two Employers, Starting With Last One First. If

No Previous lo er Wr to NONE.

Date-
!With-and isker

.

.

,Nape and Address
- of Employer

.

Salary Position .

,

Reason for
.

Leavingroe. .

.

.

-

1

Prop
.

_
.

,

REFERENCES: Give 'Below the Names of Two Persons Not Related TO You, Whom You Have

Known At Least One Ye,!r.

Name Town Business

*2.

I

,IMMINNEMEMEM

PHYSICAL RECORD:
List Ph sical Defects

t-

Were You Ever Injured? Give Detail

:Nave You Aey Defects in Hearing? In Vision? In Sp_heecl...,

DATE ...mwswarizt SIGNATURE:

DO NO? TE BELOW THIS LINE

Interviewed By
Date

REMARKS: ImEMIM=ME,
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-Acipcindix-B Caintinued) .1.

,
', :

4
5f1 -

DATE,

.

..-
aplain lieldie why you feel you are qualified for this job. Describe any special

qualifiCations or'experiences you have had. You say write as such as you wtsh.
...

-Answer this question completely.

-,...
. ,

law

7."

11110C

.4.

1

...1www....INIb

64
Continue on Other Side



APPENDIX C

Script for tab In*riew Task

s

-Thank. you for filling out all these_forms. NOW.flet's talk a little bit

9

about you. -Have you ever interviewed for a job before? Well you know that

file most important think foryou"to do is to relax and'act as natural as you

-can.

El. I see you prefer to work as a

a. Cashier. Any particular reason?

How well do you do in math?

Have you ever worked with money before?

How do You feel.about beincrresponsible for large amounts of -money?

Our policy is that cashiers are held responsible for any shorta'nesl

That means we ask for a reimbursement if you come up short.

How do you feel about that?

How are you at talking to people?

b. Cook. Any °articular 'reason?'

Have you ever been'a cook befor'e?,

What were your duties/What do you know about the duties of a cook?

How'd you like it/How do you think you'd like.t14t job?

Cooks have to be able to keep a lot of Order'sPI!often special orders,

in their heads on once. How do you feel about that?

c. Host /Hostess. Any particular reason? .

Have you ever' done this ,job .before'

Can you describe your duties/What do you know about what a'host/hostess

does?

What did you like about the Job /Why do-you think you'd like this Job?
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- Appendix C (continued)

ln'th4; restaurant the hostets/host hires and supervises all waiters

and waitresses and makes up the work schedules. Can you tell me what

qualifies you for'this sort of responsibility?

, ill. a. i see you're working somewhere else. How long have you worked there?

How do you {eel about your job?

A

Tell, me about your duties.

Do you think you can handle both/Why'do you want to leave?

How do you jet along with the other people on the job?,1

How do you get along with your boss?

What would he tell me about you if I asked him?

b. I see you used to work at

How long did you work there?

What were yoUr responsibilities on that job.?

Did you net alone pretty well with your co-workers?

What about your boss?

How would you feel about working there again?

Uf I were to call your boss for a. recommendation, what would he tell
J

you?

c. Tell me bout yourself as a student (for those who are not working

somewhere else),

How do you like_school?

YoU make pretty good grades?

What are your favorite subjects?

HOw do you get alone with your teachers?

What about your principal?

Do you have any favoritc adults at your school?
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C (continued)
''

1f 1 balled your principal (or ,one of your teachers), :what would they

tell meebout you?

1V. TeIL-'me a litfie about these activities you listed hece/1 see yOu didn't

like :any activities here. What do you do in your'spare time?

Tell me some of the things you would like to do with the money you earn

from this job..

V.

VI. I'd like you to tell, me about an incident thgtmill show me what kind of

a worker you are. Tell me about a time when you. really had to put out an

effort to do something that was important to you. You can tell about this

incident es if it were a story. with a beginning, a middle', and an end.

(PROBES - Uie the following probes if student produces three

sentences or less)
o

a. Tell me more about why you needed or wanted to do that.

b. Tell me-more about why it +look such an effort.

Gjve me a better idea of exactly what you needed to dc,

d. How wereiother people acting while all this was going on?

Or-how did they react afterwards?

Now am there any questionS you would like to ask me?

,V111. Our intervit4 Is finished now Thank you for your time.
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S. -,APPINDIX b

-Members.- Prepare some notes or a sketchy outline to take with you when you

sOOk; '

r- ,

minutes. Take some time now,to think about what you wish to s4 to the Board

Public Hearing

.

Clister 'Count Board ofEducatron

AGENDA

-

C

The CUsterCounty.Board,,of Education will dlititar comments from studpnts, tea-

'c6rs, parents, and other'Concerned citizen. Those who wish to speak'be-

- fore the-Board may choose-only one proposal. Limit your comments o three'

The Beard will consider the following proposajs:g

F.

I. Open Campus for Lunch

The proposed.regulation would permit students to leave the high school

campuses during their lunch pentods, If .the campuses were opened fOr

iuna, students would have greater freedom of,chbide .4bOut their food.

However tardiness andtruancy mightsliecome greater problems. There are

presently few suitWe restaurants within walking .distance of the schools,.

2. Eliminate Fund Raising In Schaub!"
, -

r.

Many students raise money for various clubs-and organizations by selling

candy, cookies, 'and raffle tickets to their fellow students. This type

of fun&raising helps support such activities as band; 4-H Club, and the

_Debate Team. These sales are.so nu:erous,that they sometimes interfere

with classes, :and students'who are. asked to purchase the candy', cookies; or

raffle tickets may feel harassed. Tha proposed regulation would prohibit

such-saleS,on school grounds.
J.

. :

.

,,,

t I
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Appendix D (continued)

3.,-Ban Student's FromcDriving,to,Schbol

Under the proposed regulation, only students who can prove they need cars

to get to their jobs-after school would receive school parking permits.

This would reduce traffic congestion in the parking lot and also'help con-
.

serve gasoline. At the same time, the cost of school bus service would

rise slightly.
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A STUDENT GUIDE TO EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

64

Nothing can substitute-for proper training and skill in landing that

job of your dreams. But the way in which-you present yourself to_a pros-

pective employer is another important factor. Many a qualified person has

missed out on an interesting job because he or she made an unfavorable im-

pression. When an employer must choose-between two-equally qual4f4e4-appti-
cants, the one who can communicate most effectively will have the winning

edge.

The application form is the ft-rst--occas-i-en---you have .t.o_show_What kind of

person you are. No-one wants to hire a person who writes -today's date in--the

space for "date of birth." An applicant Who does that shows carelessneSs,

and could be a dangerous worker. Personal grooming may also be a as to

the kind of worker you will be.. We all' make judgments about people based

on theft manner of dress and physical appearance.

By the time you reach the employment interview, the eMSloyer already knows

a good deal about you. For the employer, the interview is a chance to learn

more about your personality and interests, about how wsli you think "on your

feet", and especially how you handle yourself with-other people. No matter ,

how skilled you may be, you can not work effec,tively unless you can communi-
cate effectively - to customers, co-workers., and suppliers. At the same time

as the employer is sizing you up, don't forget to use the interview as an

opportunity for you to size up the emploOr. Is this a company in which you

can fit in comfortably? Will you find the job challenging? Of course you

ought not appear arrogant, but an employer will be favorably impressed by
your interest and maturity if you' ask such questions.

Here is a list of some of6e communication skills an employer may be

iookinii for during the course of a job interview;

/
SOCIAL RITUALS- Before the interview begins, do you greet the interviewer,

state your 'name' arid ,the purpose of the interview? After the interview, you

thank and take your leave and state that you hope to hear from the interviewer

in the future?
/

/ ?

RESPOriptNESS- Do'you answer all questions and even vohnteer relevent

informati on occasion?fr

/ .

IN RMATIVENESS- Are your answers relevent to the questions? Do your

answ rs.avoid vagueness by supplying details, examples, and information about

v yo rself in various situations? -
t-

VA.1-
3 INITIATIVE- Do you occasionally ask a question of the interviewer or

volunteer a comment?

INTERPERSONAL MANNER- Are you self-confiderit, interested, and appropri-

ately respectful?



Appendix. E (continued)

LANGUAGE STYLE- Can you speak fluently, 'meaningfully, and without too
much slang ?.

'ORAL EXPRESSION- Doyou speak in a conversational tone of voice and use
your voice to show yoUr sincerity?

SPEECH RATE- AND VOLUME- Can you be heard eiiry? Dooiou speak at a speed
that can be followed without effort?

;

GESTURES- Do you use your'face, body; and hands in a natural fashion to
supplement what you are saying? Do you look the interviewer in the eye?

Improving your skills in these areas will help you to become a bettpr
communicator in all your encounters, including Sob interviews. Probably the
single most important piece of advice to carry with you into an employment?
interview is to be truthful and to be yourself. With that attitude; plus a
healthy dose of motivation, an interview can be a positive exRerience.

A
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APPENDIX F

A STUDENT GUIDE TO PARTICIPATING IN PUBLIC HEARINGS

Our governMent has grown complex and touches almost all areas of our

lives. none are the days when a person could just set up a sign and go

intotusigess. .Most businesses must now conform to a number of governmental

licensing and safety regulations. Go0Ornments now also provide services such

as Social Security benefits and consumer awareness information that were un-

haard-of when your grandparents were young adurts. Educattom-ts-compulsory

for' all. You must take a specified course of study and fulfill other require-

mantSin order to receive a certificate of graduation.

-Sometimes -CitizeRS-ftel-powerliess in-therface-of big-government. Some-

times they complain. But ours is a government of the people. for the people,

and by the'peoplei/Often ii is our own fault if our government is not serv-

-ingl-us-the-way_ide_feel-it_shodld. By exercising our right to vote we can

have an influence on governmental decisions. Often times, various goveenment

agencies will conduCt pub-lit hearings so that citizens can exprets their views

on various issues. You may be surprised to learn how much influence you can

exert by speaking up at such public meetings.

The affairs of local county government may not attract the attention we

usually give to national politics, but in many ways local government has a

more direct effect on our daily lives. County governments, usually headed by

a Board of Commissioners, decide the amount of property tax you' will pay on

your home. They provide fire and police protection. Local government regu-

lates how buildings must be constructed and where they must locate. They take

care of roads, water, and sewerage supplies. County governments usually pro-

vide recreation and health services for citizens. By speaking at public hear-

ings conducted by the County Commission, you can have an impact on many

decisions that really affect you where you live.

As a student, you may be More aware Of the role that your County Board of

Education plays in your. life. The School Board, composed of elected members,

sets policies concerning hiring of faculty and funding various program. The

Board of Education must make sure that school buildings are in good physical

condition. The members of the board make sure that day-to-day operations like

bus service and school lunches are in order. If they have particular concerns

about classes or curriculum, the Board members will discuss them with the proper

school officials. The Board Of Education controls the school system's budget

and must set a property tax to make certain that sufficient funds are collected.

Like the County Commission, the Board of Education holds public hearings so

that interested citizens can express their views.

When you speak before the County Commission or the School Board, remember

that the officials are truly interested in listening to your views. But they

cannot read your mind. You must speak clearly and in an understandable Manner.

Remember also that a public hearing is an occasion to'air conflicting points of

view. You cannot expect the Commisioners or Board Members or your fellow citi-

zens to always agree with your opinion. So you must speak persdasi;iely and

give reasons to help them see things your way.

4



-Appencitx F (Continued)
..

/1.-
. -,, .. .

- INTRODUCTION --Do .you clearly state which. item ontlie agenda you wish to

,disscOSti 'Do you attempt to capture the Commissioners' or Board members-

,attept_i-On?

PURPOSE- Do Yoii clearly sfate your positron on the Issue?

REASONS- Do you give reasons for your position? Do you support those rea-

sons with facts,'exaitiples, or-common sense?

AfilZATION--9o-you-pei-yetir-Ines44ga-ti)fiether so that the Commissioners

6&'Board members can see how one idea follows from another. Is it clear which

of your points are the most important?

---7-'--08.1qCT-LOUS,Do_you_anticipate why some people might be opposed to your

point of view? Do you show why those objections are mistaken?

CONCLUSION- Do you end your message.with a statement that will help the
CommisSioners remember your point of view? Do you thank the Commissioners or

-Board-members-for-thetr-attention?_____

LANGUAGE STYLE- Do you speak fluently, meaningfully, and without too much

-Slang?

ORAL EXPRESSION- Do you use your tone of voice to keep your listeners'

attention and to show your sincerity?

SPEECH-RATE AND VOLUME- Can you be heard easily? Do you speak at aspeed

that can be followed without effort?

GESTURES- Do you use your face, posture, and hands to reinforce what you are
saying in a natural fashion? Do you look the Commissioners or Boara members in

the eye?

Improving your skills in these areas will help you to become a more
effective communicator in all your encounters, including public hearings.
Sometimes people are fearful or timid of speaking in a public setting. But

if ycu believe in what you are saying, and have given a little thought about
how to make others believe it as well, then you owe it to yourself to speak

up. In this way you can have influence .)n your community and on your life.
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APPENDIX 6'

LNStRUCTIONS TO TEACHERS FOR ADMINISTEkING THE PUBLIC HEARING
ORAL 'pommiiri cAti ON ASSESSMEN1

'General Concerns__ .

.

, bur prLmary concern is that we maintain consistency in administering
thlS: test, EVeryone must be treated alike:

I- lise:uniforM Instructions.

2- 'Maintain consistent demeanorfriendliness, encouragement, verbal and
nonverbal feedback.

3, Keep testing conditions constant including setting and amount of dis-
teaCtion.

Settin-g"Un the Room

L. Set three chairs-and a table at the front of the room for the
"Beard Members."

,2. Set remainder of chairs facing the front of the rc;iom with an aisle

in the middle.

3. Place the speaker's podium or table in the middle aisle even with the
front row of the audience. (Speakers will be standing with the aud-

ience, speaking to the "Board Members".)

4. If possible, tape the microphone to the speaker's podium.

5. Place -the video camera at a slinht angle.(3/4 profile of speaker)
so that speakers do not have to look directly at the camera wnen
addressing the "Board Members."

6. Check tape recorder. Return counter to "000" at start of each page.

C. Introducing and Running the Task

U. Base your introduction on the foilowing script: "A County Board ot,

of Education makes important decisions that affect studeAts, thchers,
and all .the citizens of the County. How many Of you have concerns
about the physical condition of schools you have attended? Maybe the

schools were crowded orneeded air conditioning. Some of you may have
wished that better textbooks were available or that different types

of classes were offered. Maybe you have heard your parents discuss-
.

ing the taxes on your home. A:County Board of Education.has responsi-
bility for these matters that have an impact on the day-to-day functions
of- the schoors cdd on the future of the school system.
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D: (conti aued )

-N*--the/B0( 1,Members.know that their,decisions are imPOrtant to
40°.!:Tettdents of the County:, so theZoardwercomes,:peoplo to Its

ItOtings. At public hearings- any interested citizen -- students,
parents, teachers--gets a chance to express their views to the- _

Board MeMbers. if people come:tO these meetings:and.tell the School
rioard. Members what is on their mindt, -then members of the community
may have.a great deal of influence on their schools.

Today vie are going to practice what it would be like to speak at
a 'public hearing before a-County Board of Education. The Board has

an agenda of issues it will be. considering at this meeting. Each

of you will choose one issue about which you would like to make a
statement. You will have a few minutes to think about what you want
,to say to convince the BoardNembers of your point of view. Jot

down a few, notes to help you remember, but don't try. to compose an

_entire speech. Then each of you will have a chance ft speak to the
Board MeMbers.

I know that some 'people get a little nervous .about speaking out, and

I know that some people get a little silly, too. But I hope that
you'll take this seriously and really think about what you would want
to say 'about these decisions that could rd4lly_affect your lives.
Just ignore the camera. There's really no need to be nervous. None

of us is an expert speaker. We're all in the same boat, _We'', all

just be interested in hearing what you've got to say."

2. Hand out the agenda. Read it 'aloud. Summarize the three proposals.

Atk if they are clear. (In answering questions try to redirect them
to the studedt: "You'll have to think about what that means to you.")

3. Choose three students at randomto take the "Nerd Member" seats.

4. Give students three minutes to organize their thoughts:-

5. Students should be called up in a random order:- They should speak
to the "Board Members," not the teacher, the camera, or the .class.
Encourage (by example) students to applaud after each speaker.

6. Record pertinent information (students names, pro5bsal-number, etc.)
on the "Videotape Recording Record."

7. Don't forget to give the "Board Members their turn at speaking. They

should be the last to speak, addressing the remaining two seated
"Board Members."

fii
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APPENDIX H

public Hearing Feed. Back Form
Origina) Draft

.

CLASS!' DATE:

SICOTE: PERFORMANCE STANDARD:

INTRODUCTION:

1) none
(2) Just names proposal ,

-(3) names Proposal and attempts to.capture interest

(4)' names proposal and provides novel or etaborated ap roach

. . PURPOSE :

'10

PROPOSAL II:

SPEAKING'.- ORDER:

. (I) no point of.view
(2) vague point of view
(3) unambiquously states position on proposal
(4) -states position with emphasis or situational, qualifier

3. REASONS:
Cr,

(I) .unsupported assertion
(2) pnel6bora:ted reasons given

(3) at least one reason supported
(4) -several reasons supported or especially apt support

4. ORbANIZATION:'

0

id6ascwholly unrelated
(2) ideas' only implicilly related

(3) logical sequence or simp#e transitions .

('4) :proper emphasis and expittit connections'between ideas
. ,

5. ORJECTPONS:"..

(I) does not acknowledge reservations
(7)- acknowredges-but does not refute reservations

(3) refutes.at least one reservation
.

(4) refutes several reservations or especially apt refutation

6. 'CONCLUS ION :

(1) no conclusion or merely states thit-remarks are finished

(2) justthanks Commission orlust restates position
(3) restates position 'and offers thanks

°(it) -summarizes or concludes memorably and offers-thanks

a

ti
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ntinued)'

STYLE:

slang or incomnrehdhsible on several occasions
very vague or distracting "fillers" or written(languane
minimally fluent, appropriate formality
vivid- phasing, highly compf-ehepsible

8. ORAL-EXPRESSION:

(I) monotone
(2) inappropriate or distracting inflection.on several occasions or memorized;

13) conversational variation in'inflection
(-4) -tone of voice expresses conviction or emphasis

. SPEECH RATE AND VOLUME:

, (I) inaudible
12)- rate -too faSt or too,Slow - distracting

--(-1)---speech-rate andimlume-do-not_stratn_Listeners
(4) variation in rate or volume used or added expressive

1 . -GESTURES-:-

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0

distr-ItIng mannerisms or post6re

no eye contact with Commissioners
eye contact established, comfortable posture
facial,, body, or hand gestures for emphasis tor illustration



Public Hearing Feedback Form, Final Version

STUDENT :.' CCASS: DATE: SPEAKING ORDER:

SCORE: PERFORMANCE' STANDARD: PROPOSAL #: RATER:

INTRODUCTION

(I) 'none

(2) just names proposal
'(3) names proposal and.iRtroduces self
(4) names proposal and attempts to capture interest

(I) nb point of view

(2) distorted point of view as it relates to the proposal - shows confusion=

(3) maque point of view - weak in stating position
---(4)--ii-riarnbiglibtisly states position on proposal

(I) unsupported assertion
(2) unelaborated reasons given
13) at least one reason supported
(4) -more than one reason supported or especially apt support

4. ORGANIZAtION:

(1) ideas wholly unrelated
(2) 'only one idea expressed - no relationship possible
(3) more than one idea but no logical sequence
(4) logical sequence of ideas

5. CONCLUSION:-

(I) ho conclusion or merely states that remarks are finished
(2) just thanks Commission or just restates position

(3) restates posits ,JA and ofrers thanks

(4) summarized position and offers thanks

6. LANGUAGE STYLE:

(I) reads from notes or is incomprehensible

(2) slang or inappropriate language used
(3) minimally fluen ;, approriate formality
(4)% fluent, appropriate formality

.78
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Appendix 1 (continued).

7. .VOCAL. DELIVERY:

(1). monotone or inaudible
(2i 'distracting tone or rate
(3) conVersationel tone and rate.
(4) emphati-tone,-veriod'rate

(11___slIst.rac-t-ing-manner-i-sms-or-posture

(2) no eye contact with Commissioners
(3) eye contact established, comfortable posture
(4) extended eye contact and some appropriate gesluring

a

1

4.
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APPENDIX J

EMPLOYMENT INTERVINTEEDBACK FORM

Ni: CLASS:,

!AL:RITUALS::
111. faits ,to greet, thank, or take leave of interviewer

(2 -) greett, thank5, takes leave in perfunctory or excessively ornate manner

-CO. greets, thanks, takes leave In sincere anti appropriately polite manner

(4),, greeting states purpose o4' interview, leave taxing states hope for future

interadtion

PERFORMANCE STANDARD:

DATE:

RATER-

74

1'

:RESPDNSfVENES$:=

(.I) faii# to verbalize several respohses

( -2) single phrase-response to many open questions , .

(3) single phrase resPOnse to closed questions, multiple phrase response to open

questions
(4) volunteers elaborate reply to closed questions anticipating interviewer's

interest

INFORMATIVENESS: AP

(1) replies with irrelevant information or states lack of knowledge/opinion

. . (2) replies are very vague'

(3) replies W:Til minimally adequate information

(4) replies coyfain self assessments and specific examples adopted to interviewer's_

'perspective
-

(1) assumes a wholly passive "role

(2) questions or comments only when asked to do so

(3) 'voTunteers a question or comment

(4) volpnteers a question or comment which demonstrates knowledge/competence

INTERPERSONAL MANNER
1.1) hostile, overly familiar, or obsequious,

'(2) apathetic or unusually nervous

(3) relaxed, conversational

(4) confident, dynamic'

LANGUAGE STYLE:
(1) slang or incomprehensible on several occasions

(2), very vague or distracting "fillers"

(3) minimally fluent, appropriate formality

(4) vivid phrasing, highly comprehensible

1)RAL EXPRESSION:
.(I) Monotone
(2)` inappropriate or distracting inflection on several occasions

(3)' natural rariation in inflection
14) A-one of voice expresses conviction or emphasis



'AP 00: '(contintIed)

ANo_volmmt-
(1)- inrudibte

75

'Tato-too-fast-or too slow --distracting

10 ,natOral speech rate and Volume' -

(4) variation in rate or volume used for added expressiveness

GESTURES:
distracting mannerisms or posture

(2) no emcontact with interviewer
(-3) eye contact established, comfortable posture

(4) facial, body, or hand gestures used for emphasis or illustration. .
4
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-:rater`
. rater # 2:

a 9 counter i7 student name

ra m646iCatib'elksteS:SMeht-
Raters' Tally Sheet

Rater #1 Rater #2 Flo'aters

-total +/- cut-off total +/-. cu.-off total +1- cut-off

es.ww4firmlx,4,4144/444404.44,4144441144,404.4, ....-~40.4%.
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APPENDIX M

-.GLYNN COUNTY SCHOOLS

SPEAkING-ICOMPETENCY REPORT

1 980-81=-

Tenth Grade

participated in an activity. (t

rn

designed.

e.'of:-tutNa'
to -test his /her abiiitv to speak durinp a public hearing. The results of

'-tihrifie"st are:given below.

,

The student achieved -at least the minimum level required for graduation
.Efforts should me made, however, to continue development of these skills.

The student failed to achieve the minimum level required for graduation.
The student needs to work very hard to improve these skills.

44

Areas. in which improvement is needed the most:

.1

introduction

nositiOn

reasons

oroanization

conclusion.

langbape style

vocal delivery

gestures

,

f
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